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COMMISSION

WYOMING

COLORADO'S GOVERNOR HAS

PUTS OFF AN

WAY ABOUT TAKING OFFICE OATH

AGAIN

EXAMINATION
Into Management and Trade
Relations of the Harrl-ma- n
Roads.
JAKES UP MATTER
LIVE

i

THE TRINITY

i

1

METHODIST

Kendrlck of Santa Fe Thinks Cattle Charges From Texas Are
Unreasonably Low.

fTf

WAS SWORN IN

OF

STOCK SHIPMENTS

m

at the flrBt session of the
state commerce commlssioon meeting
today.
It was announced, however,
by Ctiairman Knapp that it would GOES ALL ASTRAY ON
probably be called up later in the

ft

AMERICANS PURCHASE
CANADIAN LUMBER LANDS,
Vancouver, B. C, Jan. 8. A firm
of timber merchants trading In St.
Paul, Mo., and Minneapolis, Minn,
have had transferred from the gov
sections of land on
eminent fifty-tw- o
Queen Charlotte Island in the sound
of that name in British Columbia.
In the properties there is over one
billion feet of spruce, cedur, and
hemlock. By the terms of the con
cession the Canadian government re
serves a royalty of so much per thou
sand feet on the timber as cut work
of cutting the timber will commence
in a few days.
WOOL MARKET REMAINS
OATTE SATISFACTORY

'

CORPSE

fITI

OUR FREE EDUCATION

LATED

Church Building Crowded to the
Doors by Nearly 3.000
People.
Denver, Jan. 8. Henry A. Buchtell
chancellor of the Denver university,
was inaugurated as governor of the
state of Colorado in the Trinity Methodist Episcopal church at noon today.
A military parade followed the Inau
guration. Governor Buchtell opened
his address with a tribute to r;Mring
Governor McDonald. He said thu..
the work of ms legislature for the
most part will be work which the
members had promised to do. Every
pledge made to the people must be
kept In letter and spirit. He devoted
the greater part of his address to the
question of railway legislation and to
education.
In treating of the former, he- said
that the weak and Impractical parts
of the national law, referred to In
President Roosevelt's message to congress, must be omitted from Colorado's program.
Nothing should be
done to drive capital away from
Colorado, but instead
everything
should be done to invite both capital
and people to the state. He said:
"All our people and railway officials
and all other investors of capital and
prospective citizens of Colorado must
come to understand that the day of
political vagaries has passed forever
In this state, and men of practical
sense, with breadth of view and
moral integrity, are now In control
of the legislative, judicial and executive departments in Colorado."
He said that Colorado leads all
other states In her appropriation, her
student and her per capita appropriations, and also leads all other states
In the number of her Institution sustained by public taxation.
He declared that the only way to increase
the revenue for educational institutions is to make a reasonable charge
for tuition. He predicted that within
five years It will be an axiom in education that you cannot secure the
best results to a student If you give
him something for nothing.
The governor characterized the local option law as an application of
the principle of a square deal to the
question of the open saloon.
The new governor closed his address with a prayer followed by tile
Lord's Prayer.
The church, which is the largest
auditorium in the city, accommodating 2500 people, was crowded to the
doors during the Inauguration ceremonies.
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GOV. H. A. BUCHTELL.

warm, showing that death hud come
but a short time before.
"It was an unhappy Christmas for
us. She had been a sufferer from
tuberculosis for some time but the
doctors said that complications of the
heart had caused her sudden death.
None of us had heard her complain
of heart rouble before, and her death
was a terrible shock to the family.
Playing With a Baby.
"When the. wreck' occurred I was
amusing a baby boy on the train who
reminded me of my own motherless
child back In California.
When the
shock came two men near us were
thrown through the. windows' of the
coach. " My first though was of my
wife, and then I thought of the child
and rushed to its assistance,
"When we got off of the train tho
railroad men said the baggage car
was locked. Later It was opened, but
they refused to let' me see my wife.
Repeated requests to a company official who was on the ground to see
my wife were refused. He told me
that the box was broken, but the casket was Intact. I think It is. too," he
said, "because she was put In a
casket."
Mr. Rush's feelings when he saw
tho face of his wife half an hour later
at the undertaking rooms may be Imagined.
The casket was placed In another
box here after the wounds in the face
of the corpse had been closed, before
It was shipped on to the old home at
Washington, Mo., for burial.
mo-talll- lc

Boston, Jan. 8. The new year has
opened with a fairly large number of
buyers in the wool market and all LARGE AMOl'NT OF
GOLD FROM CANADA.
branches of trade are represented.
New York, Jan. 8. Over 13,000,000
Several million pounds In the aggre
in gold have been received from Cangate have been contracted for.
ada during the past ten days and a
consignment of $1. 600, 000 is expected
MIAII OF PERSIA IS
REPORTED TO BE DYING today. Speculation is now rife us to
Teheran, Jan. 8. 7 p. m. The the probability of imports from EuAustralia and other sources as
shah is dying. The ministers have arope,
pinch In money Is expected here
been summoned to the palace.
this month. International banking
houses believe that London will be
upon to forward large sums of
EUGENIO ROMERO AR- called
money this week to Brazil. Argentina
and Egypt, but point out that the
absentation of New York financial InRESTED AT LAS VEGAS terests from drawing on London for
gold at the present time will enable
that centre to fortify Itself by the
gradual return flow of a large amount
EXECUTIVE DENIES THAT HE of money from the English provinces,
TERRITORIAL OIL INSPECTOR IS or as it would be termed In this country from the Interior banks throughCHARGED WITH CONTEMPT
out England and Scotland. It is conOF COURT.
fidently hoped however that Secretary of the Treasury Shaw will come
to the relief of the money market
Special to The Evening Citizen.
stringency develop
should extreme
Vegas,
M
N.
Las
Jan. 8.
which Is not at all unlikely.
Eugeulo
Romero, coal oil e
4 Hon.
4 Inspector tut the territory, and
THE LABOR SITUATION
4 one of the most prominent pol- - e
IN MISSISSIPPI.
4 Itlclans of the northern part of
Jackson, Miss., Jan. 8. Railroad
the territory, wax arrested yes 4 contractors, lumber manufacturers,
4 terday with violating an injunc- - 4 and all large employers of labor are
tlon enjoining him from cutting 't still crying for more help and wages
4' timber on certain laud in the 4 are being offered
that were not
Deputy 4 dreamed of a few years ago. Notwithmountain
4 Manzano
standing the fact that cotton planters
4 Sheriff Montoya of Albuquerque
iUomero 4 in the swamp .are offering exceptional
4 served
the warrant.
of $500
4 gave bonds in the
Inducements to negro tenants the
4 and will appear before Judge e usual immigration to the Delta has
A few days ago the laborAbbott in answer on January 23. 4 started.
The land upon which Itomero 4 ers of one of the lumber mills on
4
the Shin island road struck for high
4 was cutting timber is claimed
er pay, the daily wage of the com
4 by William Mcintosh and Ho- -.
mon laborer
being
4 mero waa enjoined from cutting
and the
4 timber from It pending a suit 4 Uianagcr knowing the great scarcity
court e of laborers In the district promptly
district
4 In the Second
4 brought by Meintosh to estab- adduced the wages to S fj when
was resumed.
Though the
e lish his title to it. It is alleged e work
Mississippi immigration league is lin4 that Romero continued to cut
ing all 111 its power to deal with the
4 timber regardless of the in June- e situation it is thought there can be
e tion.
e 4 4
i ) f I I no relief Kr ten months at least.
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CHURCH

Believes Legislators Should
Chicago, Jan. 8. Inquiry Into the
Keep Every Promise Made
management and trade arrangements
of te flaxrimun lines was not taken
Constituents.
up
inter-

day.
Cattle rates and terminal charges
at Chicago on shipments of live stock
occupied the opening session. Chester M. Dawes, of the Burlington, asserted that it was not possible for him
to furnish certain statistics regarding
by
shipments which were required
Attorney Cowan, representing the
Cattle Growers' Association of Texas.
Cowan declared that other roads had
furnished these figures, and that it
should be possible for the BurlingThe matter was
ton to do the same.
dropped after some debate.
It is expected that the inquiry into
the management of the Harriman
lines will be in connection with traffic
arrangements and that the financial
side of the question will not be taken
up.
Dawes contended that the advance
in cattle rates was justified by the excessive amounts of damage paid to
Cowan asked for
cattle shippers.
the amount of damages paid by the
Burlington. Dawes said that he did
not have It and that the Burlington
road had not kept books in such a
manner as to render the ligures
avail
"
"
able.
come
here and justify advanc
"You
ed rates," said Commissioner Prouty,
claiming
damage, and decline to
"by
say what these damages are? That is
hardly fair.
If you have not kept
your books as you should, that does
not alter the facts in the case."
"Perhaps not." said Dawes, "but
we have not so kept our books."
The matter was finally settled by a
statement of Dawes that the damages
on the Burlington did not exceed
those on the Santa Fe, and he would
accept the authoritative figures given
by that line as representing the con
ditlon of the Burlington.
J. W. Kendrlck. vtee president of
the Santa Fe, was the next witness.
He declared that he considered the
present rate on cattle from Texas to
be unreasonably low.

0
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NAMED

ONE HAS
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WRECK
EIGHTEEN

NEW

Pathetic Story of Grief Stricken Husband Who Accompanied Body to Old Home.

;

ENGINES

FOR

COAST LINES

Pathetic circumstances that weave
themselves Into a story of genuine human interest, leaked out late yesterday afternoon in connection with the
transfer at Albuquerque of a woman's
Corpse brought here on the wrecked Albuquerque
Is Getting Its
baggage car of Saturday's
8,
No.
which was smashed up In a derailShare of Improvements on
ment five' miles west of Bluewater.
Santa Fe Coast Lines.
The factthut the body of Mrs. P. D.
Bush, of Washington, Mo., was received here, transferred and shipped
to Washington, Mo., has been recordGeneral Manager A. G. Wells, Gened by the dally press In a few lines. eral Superintendent
I. L. Hibbard,
But it remained for the real story to Chief Engineer It. C Pltj'lps and 8,
appear later.
U Bean, superintendent of machinWhen the body was received here ery, chief officials of the Santa Fe
the box which contained the casket :oast lines, arrived In the city this
was badly smashed. P. D. Bush, the morning from the west and will prob
n
husband of the woman, ably remain till tomorrow evening.
by Mrs.
who had been refused permission to Mr. Wells Is accompanied
open the box after the wreck Wells, who will continue east for a
to see If the casket was intact, im- visit.
"We are Just doing our usual Blunt
plored a local undertaker who received the body for just one look at the at general Inspection," said Superin"We are looking
face of his wife when the casket was tendent Hibbard.
the line with a view to spending
transferred to another box at the un over
some money we are going to have
dertaking parlors.
pretty soon for Improvements.
When the lid of the box was re
The biggest improvement being
moved the sight which met the eager made
on the coast lines at present Is
gaze of the husband almost struck
a new thirty-fiv- e
stall roundhouse go
him dumb. He nearly fainted.
The ing up at Bakersfleld,
Cal. It Is being
face of the corpse had been torn and built of reinforced concrete
when
lacerated by the wrecked casket, completed will be the finestand engine
which was a metal lined affair. The house on the coast lines.
Outside of
glass of the casket ltd was broken and Bakersfleld,
Albuquerque Is getting
bits of tho broken glass protruded more
of our money Just now than any
from the wounds on the face.
other town on the coast lines. We vis
"My God, Is It possible that her face ited the local shops this morning.
was cut like that?" exclaimed the Work on the extension to the transfer
husband, when he found his voice. table Is progressing nicely.
It will
"A railroad official told me that the greatly facilitate the transfer of en
was
uninjured, immediately gines from the yards to the back
casket
after the wreck," he said, "and they shops.
would telegraph ahead and have the
"But the best news I have to give
body met here by the company under- you." continued Mr. Hibbard, "Is that
taker, who would place the casket into eighteen new 1600 balance compound
a new box and transfer It to another engines, fresh from the Baldwin
train."
shops, are now on their way to the
The casket was broken and torn, Winslow and Scligman
divisions.
the outside covering was ripped In Three have already reached Topeka.
many places and it had been other- All are oil burners."
Superintendent
wise mutilated by the impart of the
Hibbard, Engineer
Phillips and Mr. Hean are guests of
wreck.
The undertaker endeavored to give Mr. Wells In his private car. No. S.
the mun contorting assurances about
remedying the unhappy situation, but
SAN ANTONIO EPISODE
his grief was hard to assuage.
Her Ijaxt Request.
CAUSES RESIGNATION
Here Is the story the man told at
the Santa Fe station, where he waited
for the dead wagon to convey the
corpse from the station to the under- OF LIEUT, t II'KI IM) IIACA. OF
taking rooms, Sunday afternoon.
THE MOUNTER POLICE. IT
He
arrived at 2 o'clock on the wrecked
IS REPOItTED.
baggage car, drawn to Albuquerque
by a special engine. It was told be- Special to The Evening Citizen.
tween great sobs of anguish
that
Socorro, N. M.. Jan. 8. It leaked
shook his strong frame like a leaf:
out last night, from Lieut. Ciprlano
"My wife, the corpse In that broken Baca's intimate friends,
that the
box." which he indicated, "died on mounted police officer had mailed his
morning
Christmas
at Monrovia, Cal., resignation to Capt. Fred FornofT, at
where we had been living for some Santa Fe, and that the resignation wan
parents.
time with her
Our little boy promptly accepted.
is two years old. I left him In MonWhen The Evening Citizen of last
rovia with his grandparents.
Saturday reached this city, exposing
"On Christmas eve my wife was Baca s disgraceful doings at San Anabout town with friends purchasing tonio, where he took his revenge by
Christmas presents for our child. j smashing a telephone and indulging
Her last request to me waa on the In red-eyhis friends then, while renight before Christmas, when she gretting the occurrence, stated that If
said: 'Kiss me good night, dear,' and he did not resign, his resignation
then added, 'Don't take the baby in to would be asked for by either Gov- see the presents in the morning until ernor Hagerman or Captain FornofT,
you awaken me, for I want to see the as The Evening Citizen's correspondexpression on his face when he looks ent had told nothing but the truth; in
at the pretty things.'
fact, had made his report much
"During the night I got up twice to milder than tho actual occurrence,
see if the baby was covered in his although the Journal had seen fit to
crib, but for some reason I could not doubt the "scoop."
1
spoke to my wife several
sleep.
It Is not known here who will be
times during the night, but she did appointed to succeed liaca, but Dure
not reply and I thought she was worn are several applicants from this city
out from the shopping and slept so and
San
Murcial. and Captain
j FornofT
soundly she did not hear me.
will be solicited to name a
"Early the next morning my Socorro county man as the successor.
brother-in-laappeared in the room
and shouted. 'Christmas gift,' to her. ohm i; l ,l k.xon
I repeated the
She did not move.
DV IV W VSHINGIOV
but she remained
Washington, l
undis('. Jan. H. In
turbed. 'She can't sleep through all Jackson's honor the national flag is
tills.' said her brother, and he walked flying over the capitol and other pubI incut Willi lic buildings today.
over to awaken her.
Several demohim and we turned down the cover.--. cratic clubs will
banquet tonight
She lay in the same position in which This is the ninely-fir.anniversary
1 had left her the night before, but of thu buttle
of New Orleans w lien
"he was dead.
The body wn still J ickson futvi the British army.
.

grief-stricke-
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By

Republican Caucus
Senator From That

POSTPONED

as Comes Down to Opposing Tes

As Secretary of Treasury For
One Week on Request of

timony Between Operator
and Engineer.

SCHI.1ITS STILL

ASK FOR

and Perfidious
Cousin Meet Death In Denver
Rooming House.
Wife

SCI1M1TZ DOUBLES LIKE

WILEY FOX BEFORE HOUNDS
Francisco,
Jan. 8. Mayor
Schmltz, through his attorneys yesterday, petitioned the supreme court
fur a writ of habeas corpus, alleging
he was illegally deprived of liberty.
To apply for the writ it was necessary
to surrender a part of his bond and
place himself in custody of the sher
iff.
A petition for a writ of prohibition was also filed before ftre higher
court to prevent Judge Dunne from
continuing the trial of Schmltz. The
supreme court granted the habeas
corpus, making it returnable
next
Thursday. The petition for a writ of
prohibition has not yet been considered by the court.
.
San

PUESEIIVE GRAVES
OF CONFEDERATES.
Montgomery, Ala., Jan. 8. All ar
rangements are completed for the application to the legislature for an appropriation for the preserving of
Sandusky, Ohio,
Island,
Johnson's
which Is the last resting place of a
large number of Alabama's ennfeder- ae soldiers. When It became known
by the Robert Patton
Chapter,
Daughters of the Confederacy, that a
firm had
northern manufacturing
made an offer to purchase the Island
the chapter took prompt steps to save
the confederate graves from desecra
tlon with the rsult that at the next
legislature u bill will be Introduced
by State Senator Max Hamburger, of
Mobile, for this purpose. The chapter has already by great effort raised a sum of money sufficient to forestall the sale.

1X1

CASE

The preliminary hearing in the case
of John M. Morris, the Wells-Farg- o

messenger charged with the killing of
Catalino Lobato, at l,aniy. last week,
was resumed yesterday afternoon at
Santa Fe, before Judge John R.
The principal witnesses were
Jacobo Valdez and Ramon Lobato, a
brother of the man who lost his life In
the tragedy. Valdei was the first witness called. He testified that he entered the lunch room Immediately
after Lobato, and when he saw Morris draw his gun and begin filing he
sought safety behind the counter. He
stated that Lobato did not have a
pistol in his hand when he entered the
lunch room, but that he was carrying
a lantern In his right hand. He admitted, however, that Lobato was
armed and that he drew a revolver
shooting, but
when Morris began
Claimed that he did not discharge it.
Kamon Lobato succeeded Valdez on
the witness stand. According to his
story he was with his brother and Valdez at the time they entered the lunch
room, but he declined to enter, stopping at the window and peering Into
He claimed he saw
the Interior.
Morris draw his revolver and fire
three shots in rapid succession, after
which he started for the door to see
where his brother was, when Morris
The
directed a fourth shot at him.
hearing closed with the identification
by Sheriff Charles C. Closson of the
pistol with which the shooting was
done.
By agreement between counsel uU
allusion to the original mob and the
circumstances leading up to the final
defense of Morris at the lunch room
was omitted at the hearing. The defense were given till 10 o'clock this
morning by Judge McFle to decide
whether or not they would Introduce
witnesses at this hearing.
At the previous session held on Saturday afternoon, several witnesses
were examined and the evidence was
much In favor of the defendant, the
T
witnesses agreeing that tv
bato
w ho
brothers, Valdez and o. V
sought the lunch room in - arch of
Morris were armed and that the first
shot was fired bv the victim
j
Lobato.
Mc-Fi-

t

WAGES

RAILWAYJILEA6E

Washington. Jan. 8. On this, the
sixth day of the coroner's Inquiry to
determine the responsibility for the
Baltimore and Ohio wreck at Terra
Cotta. D. C, It looks aa though the
jury must decide between the tesl- mony of Operator Dutrow of Silver
Springs, who aaye he displayed the
white signal for the guidance of the
crew of the equipment train, and Engineer . Hllderbrand of the "dead
train," who testified that he waa
given the double green light at Silver
Springs. The Engineer's testimony Is
substantiated by every member Of
the crew of the equipment train,
while Dutrow la corroborated by only
one witness, J. Trundle, the aged
helper at the Silver Springs station.
The investigation may be concluded
tomorrow or Thursday.

DEATH CAME BEFORE THE
PROMISED RECONCILIATION
Denver, Jan. 8. Elmer J. Bean and
Lillian M. Bean were found dead today In a rooming house. The man
committed suicide by cutting his
throat and the woman, the coroner
decided, died of heart disease. She
was the wife of J. O. Bean, locomotive engineer of Pueblo, and had
eloped with- her husband's
cousin,
Elmer J. Bean, last October. Recently she wrote to her husband for
foifclvetics
at d last night he te'e-- .
phoned her from Colorado Springs
that he was coming. Before he arrived both wife and cousin were dead,

MORRIS

HER.

COMMITTEE HEARS CASE
BOCX

New Scale Submitted to the Gold- - President Makes Some More Nomfield Miners Union by
inations Subject to the
Committee.
Senate's Approval.

Cheyenne, Wyo., Jan. 8. The re
publican
caucus of the legislature
today unanimously voted to support
United States Senator F. E. Warren
for
by the legislature on
January 25th. As the republicans are
overwhelmingly in the majority, the
caucus nomination means an elec
tion.

IN

Teller and Daniel.

ENGINEERS AND DREDGERS

TRIES JUGGLE WITH LAW

Recreant

NOMINATION

B.SWECK

State.
MAYOR

CORTELYOU'S

TIED IN THE

F. E. WARREN

I

'
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Washington. Jan.
At the
quest of Senators Teller and Daninlsk.
the senate committee on finance today postponed for one week action a
the nomination of Postmaster GenerM
Cortelyou to be secretary of
treasury.
They did not tnnonom
whether they would continue UMte
opposition to his confirmation, now
that he has resigned the chairmanship
of the republican national rommttr- -

te

INTERCHANGEABLE MILE AUK
ROOKS AT TWO-CEN- T
1UTK
Washington, Jan. 8. The Sherman
bill for the universal Interchangeable
railway mileage books, at the rats of
two cents a mile, waa the subject of
hearing today before the house com-- ,
mlttee on Interstate and foreign commerce. A score of railway men atPANAMA MEN DEMAND
George T. Nicholson, third
tended.
HIGHER WAGES THAN NOW vice president of the Santa Fe, tmUl
Chicago, Jan. 8. Engineers
and that such a law would work great
dredgetnen on the.
canal will hardship upon many railroads.
appeal to President Roosevelt In the
Interest of higher wages for them- PRESIDENT MAKES SOME
selves.
Thla was announced at the
NOMINATIONS TO SENATE.
convention of the Associated Union
Washington,-Jan8. The president
of Steam Shovel and Dredgemen, held today sent
the following nomination
yesterday. A committee has been to
the senate:
appointed to confer with the presiColonel to be brigadier general, Eddent on the matter. The resolution ward
8. Godfrey, Ninth cavalry.
adopted also demands a minimum
Postmaster at Nogales. , Arhv, M
wage rate of $150 a month for engiPohal:
,rU
t
neers and 100 for cranemen.
Postmaster at. Daw son,.j
Mp Tennessee C. Hill.
TWO COMMITTEES AGREE
GOLD FIELD WAGE SCALE
Goldfield, Nev., Jan. 8. At a joint PATTERSON APPROVES
CONSTITUTIONAL CON VENTtON.
meeting of committees of operators
and the miners' union held last night, Seclal to The Evening Citizen.
Washington, D. C, Jan. ,8.7 An
the following proposition waa agreed
drew!, has secured an InVrense
t
presidential ofilceti.
union tonight:
Senator Patterson said" he was gUuT
A Wage scale: $5 per shift for all
to learn that the constitutional conskilled labor.
vention would formulate a constituB $5 per shift for all undertion to bo submitted to congress, and
ground work.
upon It a demand will be made for
C 14.40 per shift for unskilled laImmediate admission. Constant agibor on surface.
Change rooms to be erected and tation, he said, was always beneftctaU
maintained on all operating properties. Any operator may at any time I.AIM.i: 1IKIIDS OF ANTELOPE IN COLORADO.
require all employes to use such
Colorado Springs, Colo., Jan. 8. A
change rooms In going on and off
shift, and to change not more than movement Is on- foot among sportsouter garmeprs.
The miners. It is men In this state to ask the legislathought, will agree to the terms pro ture for an annual open season for
vlded the use of the change room Is antelope, so numerous are they becoming. Owing to the law allowing
not m;Ne compulsory.
an open season of only ten days antelope have been so well protected
DISCUSSING OHIO'S
herds of them are
LAWS AND TAXES. that vast
all over the state. The
Dayton, O., Jan. 8. At the twenty-sixt- h
great
increase la due to the favorable
annual convention of the state
association of county commissioners conditions existing in the cactus covtoday some matters of great import ered plains In the eastern part of the
ance to the state were discussed. Af state where the young are safe from
depredations of prairie wolvea
ter the vote of members had been the coyotes,
who will not penetrate
called It was found there was a full and
Viulle recently In the
attendance and the mayor of the city. the cactus.
Cabin D. Wright, In the course of his vicinity of Wray, Brush. Akron and
address of welcome congratulated Fort Morgan, herds of from thirty
them on the great Interest they were to fifty have been seen ami It la no
taking In the work. After an able uncommon sight to see them racing
address by Governor Harris on the along the railroad track for mllea.
existing laws of the state and their They have also Increased in the
parka,
north
with south, middie and
defects the entire association
the mayor and governor were escort though they frequent the prairies
ed to the national cash registry more than the mountains.
factory for luncheon after which the
factory stereoptlcan lecture was given WOLVES RAVAGING IX
NORTHEItN STATE.
and the factory Inspected by the asso
Marquette, Mich.. Jan. 8. In a reelation. Tomorrow the attorney gen
eral, the Hon. Wade H. Ellis will de port Issued toelay State Came Wardliver an address on "Taxation" and en Charles H. Chapman states that
the Hon. W. O. Fltzell will speak on the number of de'er In this section
"The Salary Law and County Com Is being alarmingly reduced by the
mlssloners," and at the afternoon ses ravages of wolves who ure overrt
He has
slon Judge U. S. Martin will deliver nlng the entire peninsula.
an address. At the closing session purchased several pairs of Irish, tlua-sla- ri
highway
and Siberian wolt hounds anil
the Hon. Sam Houston, state
commissioner: O. A. McKay, presi- will organise bauds of hunters to exsur
of
terminate the pests. The increase hi
dent of the Ohio association
veyors and civil engineers, and others the number of wolves during the
wil speak and the president. Charles past three years Is beginning to cause
W. Haines, of Dayton, will announce considerable alarm both among
th
the arrangements to be made for the settlers anil those who have an ingame
terest in the
protection and (rensuing year.
estate game warden will be urtively
SOUTH W ES I K It N Pol LT II V
In
supported
his campaign of exSHOW AT DALLAS. TEXAS. termination.
Dallas. Tex.. Jan. 8. There are
over 3,000 exhibits at the annual
Poultry
show of the Northwestern
association which opened here today. SAIS WILL HANG SAYS
Some of the finest specimens in the
country are on view. The prizes
THE GOVERNOR
amount to $2,000 and special purses
of 1 1H will be awarded both in the
White Wyandote and White Plymouth Hock clusses, S. II. Lane, of
1:
Splceland, Indiana, and T. J. Mar- i:xi: 1
iWMis i n u' 11 1
11
s iu k.v PirinioM i
shall of Atlanta, who acted as Judges
I VI'Elt FF.lt E Willi EXECUat the World's Fair ure the Judges.
TION OF Ml Kill HI-It-.
The attendance of fanciers from all
parts of the country is a record one.
4 4 4 4 4
e Special to The Kenin I'iiiz-n- .
a
SOClim WEDDING
Santa Fe. N. M.. Jan. fc. He- - 4
IN NEW VOKK CITV.
New York. Jan. K
In All Angels e fore elen.iriing for l..s
duces 4
yesterday iov. ilagerinaii stateet 4
Episcopal church, West Knd avenue,
today the marriage took place- of
thu he would not Interteie with 4
f e the hailing of Carlos Sals, tile 4
Miss Beatrice Knobbe. daughter
e M.iiii.ino
mountain
Mr. anil Mrs. (iustav Knol.be to
murderer.
v
Tine who is doomed to die tin the 4
Demurest Little.
S. lie- - e scajold ; t Soco.-rmi
January a
was performed b
.
e II.
The governor denied that 4
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had been made a
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i l'lle'Ution
church and the
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Stires, of St. Thomas church.
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ire well
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of the great centennial (state
noon ie irmifu id a sonpt session,

Headquarters

Toilet Goods

WHO '

DANCED WELL

AU

EOVtRNOR

10

BUCHTEL

BE INAUGURATED

TODAY

Colorado Legislature Must Select
a State Song During Its Present Session.
Mephistopheles cam.
F. Walsh mask
ult on New Year's eve. ami, as usual,
And,
.uninvited except by himself.
also ma usual, he kicked up a row.
Mr. Bad Mrs. Walsh had planned a
nr Jolly but quiet little affair, send-tts- z
out only 210 cards and taking
'
Kpecial care in the list.
After the
spectacular handling of
maicwhat
'MrphWlophelea by the hired bouncer,
there wu a scrutiny of cards deposited at the different dressing room
, lior, tuid several were
found to
fcear The names of persons known not
ta he In Washington that night.
Mr.
amd Mm Walsh welcomed their guests
la the drawing room. Mephistopheles
vacme early, lie was among the hap-piof the guests. He danced extremely well, he talked in an uncommonly Interesting manner, and he had
a proper eye for beauty.
There was
an element of the unusual In his conversation that gave it piquancy and
sham. He was one of the most in- arresting men there.
He selected a charming young
Kgyptlan dancer as his special attraction. He devoted himself to her. She
' was
rather petite and he tall and
atraigbt. They made a fine looking
cample. Her costume was chiefly gold
and
embroidered scarfs, anklets
feanglea.
It was "a case," so evi
dently "a case." that It got on the
of the comparatively new hu.i- of the Kgyptlan dancer. Cham- pa CM was served, both before and
alter supper, and the devotion ana
Jemonstration of Mephistopheles to
tbe dancer became steadily warmer.
Tbe young husband appealed to
Walsh.. and he spoke to Mephistophelean lint the devil, having had some- fliln; stronger than milk since he
concluded there was a jest in
the request of his host. Then he was
carried bodily down to the dressing
room. In the presence of the angry
hasband and the affronted host he
anas unmasked.
Mr. Walsh has learned that on
Christmas day a man formerly well
lino wa In Washington society had escaped from his attendants in the insane asylum where he had been confined for some time, and a day or two
d
later came to Washington.
it is
he was the devil at the ball.
:

aim to the Thomas

Cirand Junction, Colo.:
One of th.?
largest mergers of corporate Interests
ever made In this city, or in fact in
this section of western Colorado, will
probably he consummated on Monday.
It Is proposed to put the (Jrand
5as company, the
Junction Klectric
only electric light company In this
city; the Citizens' (Jas & Coke com- any and the ( I rand Junction Ice &
tSorage company under one management.
Plans for the consolidation
have been under way for several
weeks. The electric light company
was recently granted a twenty-five-yeextension of Its franchise.
The big deal Involves a consideration of several hundred thousand dollars, the stockholders of each company being Grand Junction people.

-

-

ant,

sup-iwur-

UVKlU(Mt lU t HTKI, WANTS
OATH TAKKN IN t ill lt II.
Ienver: Chancellor Henry A.
Ilochtel. governor-eleof Colorado,
tto is to be inducted Into otllce with
imposJiis; ceremonies today, is likely
sa nave the dearest wish of his heart
crattifiei and to be sworn in as chief
eaecntive of the state within the
walla of Trinity church, w hich he
wiped to build, in which he was
asade chancellor of the University of
Braver, and from which he wants to
'
buried.
Bat the governor-elect'- s
dearest
mbOt is not to be gratified until after
a lively fight on the question has
bmn precipitated In the legislature.
And there is a possibility that after
this battle has been fought out the
4ana will lie changed and the new
will be sworn in
iroernor. willy-nillTfllwr at the Tabor (Irund opera
Itoase or the Hroadway theater, as
originally planned.
ct

TO KKMOCT ST ATI--
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xinitin i.i:.isi.ii iti:.
Colorado Springs: If
plans of
HY

the

'

certain Colorado Springs society wo- do not go amiss, tbe general as.

WE GUARANTEE I
of

EVERY BOTTLE
Ihe

genuine

llo-ictii- -r'

y
Hitter- - to Is'
pure mid compounded
jarlclljr in accordance with the

Kloiinwit

iiIimi-latel-

fiure food and drug act of June
20. IUS. You need, therefore,
hate no hesitancy in trying it

liOSTETTER'S
STOMACH
BITTERS
has proven ilself to he mi
ideal iiMxIiclnii
for all M kly
j.eople. being a lib- - to restore
the appetite and build up
.
It
weak or run down
aill alNi cure

pm:.

Dyspepsia,
Indigestion,
Cosweness.

Keart.tiri.

Chi Is. Colds,
or Female Ills,

Sear Risings

Try it. also g t a free copy of
1IMI7 Alumnae from any druij- -

Life Itulldlns.

East Railroad Menus
Colo Phone,

s

thick

0.

SEEK A RELIABLE DENTIST
Full SVt of Teeth
t.oid ruling
(iohl Crowns
Painless KiractliiK
AM, WOHK

i.ro up

$tt

"'

AIINOMTTKLY

(ilMK-ANTKK1-

).

n.
ROOM

DO

12,

f. copp,

N. T. ARM I JO itLDG.

.

WANT

YOU

TO MAKE

MONEY?

If you do, write the Occidental Life
Insurance Co. for full particulars of
their inducements to energetic men
and women to sell its new guaranteed dividend policy. Some of our
salesmen are making $200 a week.
Why can't you do it. Perhaps you
can if you will try. We want a hustling representative In every town in
New Mexico and Arizona. No get rich
quick schemes or gift enterprises but
a straight out and out guaranteed
contract from start to finish. Kasy
to talk, easy to sell and honest in
every particular.
Occidental Life Insurance Co. of
New Mexico and Arizona, home
Albuquerque, N. M.
of-Ic- e,

XOTICK FOR PUBLICATION.
Land
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ship
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hh;IN IIKOOM.YN.
-

ISrooklyn. N. Y., Jan. 8. The Norwegian slcamship Christian ilousden
has Just discharged T.nuu tons of
cargo here in six hours. In appear
ance she resembles an oil tank, the

engines ami boilers being located In
the stern of the vessel. She has one
small poll- - mast through the forecastle deck, but it merely serves to
carry a ciohs nest for the lookout
man ami a riding light when
the
ship is at anchor. The vessel lias no
tween decks ind lias not a single
stanchion, hut is divided by athwart
ship bulkheads, each compart merit
hating a great hatch. She will work
m tile coal trade between Cape llie-to- n
and Montreal.
H.

I

ION

on

IMlM li
nil--

:

.i:i:t i,m:s.

liullal... X. v.. Jan.
Navigation
on Lake Siipeii.n- closed
today. A
large Heel Has released from the Ice
a few days ago and is coming south.
During ihe Mason
.;7 lives were lost
mi th- - lakes 47 vessels Were totally
tt recked, the cost amounting
,t nearly
.(,m. ii.imhi.
Navigation closed this
tear earlier than was expected so it
is calculated that Iron ore will greatly Increase in price before navigation
np-in the spring.
S.--

ns

fl'
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New
FOR RENT
house, modern.
618 North Sixth
street.
FOR RENT Two rooms lor
Inquire at 300 North
Broadway.
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms,
modern conveniences at 820 South
Third street.
FOR RENT Front rooms for light
housekeeping;
rent
reasonable.
Apply rear .124 West Railroad.
cottage
FOR
RENT Furnished
Apply at
flats; very reasonable,
110 Coal avenue, east end of viaduct.
furnished
FOR RENT A four-roocottage, close to the shops. 211 Atlantic avenue. Apply at 827 South
Third street.
y
FOR RENT A six room
brick house, corner
of Seventh
street and Tijeras e.venue. Inquire
at Lommorl & Matteucti, 624
West Tijeras avenue.
rooms with
Pleasant
For RENT
board on ranch. 3 miles from city.
per
$28
Rate
month. Address box
84, Albuquerque.
m

two-stor-

FO

MAYOIl DITN.NK VOTKS
VIVISKCTION UlllH.NANCi:.
Dec. 29, 1906.
Chicago: Prompted by a remark
Notice Is hereby given that Santiable appeal by Mrs. Theodore Thomas ago ttrlego of Carpenter, N. M., has
filed noti'jt of his Intention to make
and other members of the
society, Mayor Dunne was expected final flvj-yeproof in support of
yesterday to veto the vivisection or- his claim, vlx: Homestead entry No.
dinance providing that dogs taken by 10,301 made Nov. 20, 1906, for the

the poundmaster's sleuths may be
turned over to college scientists for
demonstrations to classes in the effort
to locate a sixth sense in animals, the
sense of direction leading them to
food.
The mayor will recommei
that the ordinance be amended so
that the animals shall endure no suffering during or after the demonstraMrs. Thomas, who Is the
tions.
widow of the famous orchestra leader, champions the cause of liruno In
a letter to the public, which reads in
part:
"Do you realize the danger thai
this ordinance will bring directly
home to your own dog the devoted
creature who is the playmate of your
children, the guardian of your home,
and whose love and intelligence have
made htm almost like a human member of your family'.' He may be first
strapped to the dissecting table and
cut open so that a class of gaping
students may see bow a llvlntr heart
looks when actually beating.
After
this if he does not die he may be
skillfully treated till quite well again,
and then turned over to the professors for their scientlllc experimenting. The men now put out the eyes
that were wont to appeal to you in
Joy, or grief, amputate the tongue
that licked your hand, and destroy
the nerves of ears and nose that were
ever alert to guard your home while
you were asleep. When your dog has
had time to recover from all this mutilation the great scientific moment
of discovery arrives, for it can now
be ascertained if he will know in
which direction lies food without
either sight, hearing, smell or taste to
guide him. You will hardly recognize your miserable pet now, as he
staggers blind and mutilated toward
bis food."

ofUce.

live-room-

Department of the Interior,
office at Santa Fe, N. M.

Anti-Cruel-

this

WANTED Uids for the construction
of hotel building ut Rtlen. X.
M. Plans can be seen at the office
Albuof E. H. Cristy, architect,
querque, N. M. The John Becker
Company, Helen, N. M.
WANTED Teams The "Santa Fe
Oold A Copper Mining Co., wants
teams for coal haul from Hagan
to the mines, near San Pedro, and
good
purposes.
for other
All
teams making application will be
given work. Oeo. o. M.irrs, Superintendent.
FOIt JtKNT.

UK THAT

INSANITY
I'nlted States Senator H.
C. Knox, It is said, has convinced Mrs.
William Thaw that her proper plan
is to let her son, Harry Thaw, understand he will be tried for the murder
of Stanford White with the "unwritten law" plea as the defense, Then, at
the last moment, the plan Is to have
a commission appointed, after which
Thaw may be wlsked away to Matte-wa- n
criminal insane asylum and go
into retirement until such time as it
Is considered protltious to ask for his
trial after "recovering his reason."
One close to the. elder Mrs. Thaw-saythe plan has been adopted, following the refusal to become connected with the case of such lawyers
as David T. Watson, O. Johnson, Alexander Simpson, Abraham Levy, who
defended Nan Patterson, as well as
several other prominent attorneys of
New York City.
With this plan, the fear of what C.
J. Holman, his wife and stepson,
Howard Nesblt, have to tell will not
bother the defense. It would eliminate a great many of the handicaps
which Thaw's relatives have been
t
trying to overcome.

1

XV.,

roii thaw wiMi
1)1'

Pittsburg:

yMi-ius-

Mtidache,
Flatulency,
Bloating,

(ietitleman's
WANTED
secondhand clothing. No. 515 South First
street, south of viaduct. Send address nnd will call. R. J. Sweeney,
proprietor.
WANTED Situation, by experienced
electrician; can furnish best of references
regarding
qualifications;
sober and industrious.
Address

Corner Broadway and

m; miiu.iii
IN

ar

WaxhinKlon

Idcnlal

(

SV4 NBH and
S, Township

lots

1

and

2,

Section

N., Range 6 R, and
that said proof will be made before
H. W. S. Otero, United States Court
Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N.
M.. on Feb. 5, 1907.
He names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:

Venceslado Griego, Salomon Orle-gDarlo Chavez and J. R. Carpenter, all of Carpenter, N. M.
MANUEL It. OTERO.
Register.
NOTICK

o,

FOIl PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
office at Santa Fe, N. M.

Land

Dec. 29, 1906.

Notice is hereby given that Lucio
Ortega of Chilili, N. M., has filed notice of his Intention to make final
five-yeproof In support of his
claim, lz: Homestead
entry No.
6.702 made Dec. 10, 1901. for the
V
NE4 and K V4 NW4. Section
12, Township 8 N., Range 6 12., and
that said proof wil be made before
H. XV. S. Otero, United States Court
Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N.
M., on Feb. S, 1907.
lie names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Francisco Oarcia, Kstolano Ortega,
Lorenzo Sanchez and Kdtvard Carter,
all of Chilili. N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register.
ar

NOTICK

FOIt PUBLICATION.

Department of the Interior,
Office at Santa Fe, N. M.

Iec.

29,

Land
1906.

A

5

farm,-Bmi-

les

north; with good pastures and free
water rights. Address P. O. Box 5.5
,
Albuquerque, N. M.
furnished
Nicely
FOR
RENT
rooms, 11.25 to $1.50 per week;
25c to 50c per night. Also rooms
for light housekeeping. The Minneapolis House, 524 South Second
street, Albuquerque, N. M.

FOIl SALK.
FOR SALE Fine piano, nearly new.
315 S. Third street.
TOTTs7iLT5A"TTO0""plim6for$
15:
Call 109 West Tijeras avenue.
FOR SALE New golden oak bedroom suite, set dining chairs, gas
stove. 724 K. Railroad avenue.
FOR SALE A Jood paying business
best location in the city. W. H.
211 West Cold avenue.
FOR SALE Thirty range mares In
good condition.
Oscar Liffretng,
Bernalillo, N. M.
Foil SALE The Claude C.irard property on west Mountain road. Inquire on premises or at No. 200
North Broadway.
FOR SALE Furniture, good us new.
Range, bedstead, etc. Cheap. Inquire at once. Albuquerque Business College, Library building.
FOR SALE Majority ot stock In established and paying retail business. Incorporated. Owner wishes
to leave city. Address No. 1126,
Dally Citizen.
Oft TITSUe FITteeil
FOR SALI'2
room house. No. 724 South Second
street for property In California.
Write John Krick, 431 East Second street. Long Reach, California.
house,
Foil SALE Fourteen-roofurnished or unfurnished, electric
light, city water. 315 S. Third St.
Mrs. M. A. Schach.
STRAYED.
A
STKAVED
OR STOLEN
small
brown Chihuahua female dog, answers name "Tiixie."
Had collar,
and locket when left house. Finder
return lo 116 South Edith and receive reward.
Citrcil of Lung Trouble.
"It is now eleven years since I had
a narrow escape from consumption,"
writes C. O. Floyd, a leading business
man of Kershaw, S. C. "I had run
down in weight to 135 pounds, and
coughing was constant, both by day
Finally I began tak
and by night.
ing Dr. King's New Discovery, and
continued this for about six months.
when my cough and lung trouble were
entirely gone and I was restored to
my normal weight, 170 pounds."
Thousands of persons are healed
every year, duaranteed by all druggists, r.oc and $1.00.
Trial bottle
free.
m

Notice is hereby given that Jesus
Ortega, of Chilili. N. M., Iras filed
notice of his intention to make final
lite-yeproof In support
of his
claim, viz:
Homestead entry No.
6, "OS made Dec. 10, 1901, for the
SW, SW'i. Section 1. W 4 NWVi
and NWVi SW'i. Section 12. Township S N.. Range 6 V... and that said
proof will be made before 11. XV. S.
otero. United States Court Commissioner, at Albuquerque, N. M., mi
Feb. S, 1907.
Jle names the following witnesses
to prove his continuous residence upon, and cultivation of, the land, viz:
Francisco Oarcla, Kstolano ortego,
FEE'S PEERLESS HOME-MADLorenzo Sanchez and Edward Carter, CANDIES,
AT WALTON'S DRUG
N.
M.
all of Chilili.
STORE.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
o
Register.
For any disease of the skin there is
nothing better than Chamberlain's
Wise Counsel From the South,
Salve.
It relieves the Itching and
e
want to give some valuable
burning sensation Instantly and soon
lo thoso who suffer with lame effects
n cure.
Sold by nil druggists.
back and kidney trouble"," says J. R.
Ulankeiiship, of Reck, .
"I have
Give us your ROUGH DRY work,
proved to an absolute certainty that Monday, and get it back Wednesday.
Electric Hitters will positively cure Imperial I.uundry Co.
this di.slres.sing condition.
The first
o
Everybody's frl.did Dr. Thomas'
bottle gave me great relief and after
taking a few more bottler, I was com- Electric oil, Cures toothache, earache
pletely cured; bo completely that it sore lliroat.
Heals cuts. bruises,
becomes a pleasure to recommend scalds. Slops any pain.
this great remedy." Sold under guarOur KOUiill DRY work don's have
antee by all druggists. Trice 50c.
to be washed over. Imperial Launo
Citizen Want d does the work. dry C.

'i

ad-th-

Ti-nn-

LOANS.

107.

MONTEZUMA TRUST CO.

MONEY to LOAN
Furniture,
Pianos. Organs,
Horses, Wagons and other Chattels;
also on SALARIES AND WAREHOUSE RECEIPTS, as low as $10
and as high as $200. Loans are
quickly made and strictly
private.
Time: One month to one year given.
Ooods remain In your
possession.
Our rates are reasonable. Call and
see us before borrowing.
THE HOUSEHOLD LOAN CO.
Steamship tickets to and from all
parts of the world.
Rooms 3 and 4, Qrnnt Bldg.
315 West Railroad Ave.
PRIVATE OFFICES.
Open Kvenlugs.
On

ALBUQUERQUE

NEW MEXICO

Capital and surplus, $100,000

INTEREST

Nice, New, 6 Room

ALLOWED

ON

SAVINGS

DEPOSITS

With Ampla Meant and UnturpaMOtf Facilities.

HOUSE
Finely Furnished, lirepluee. Horse,
Buggy. Harness, Hay, Kto.

270

PHARMACY

is KiitMi.K
wi:sn:iiN omkio.

Attention.

8,

ss

The HIGHLAND

PARTY

Cast Out For Too Ardent

ff

Wr try lo kcrp in stock all the
well known and reliable Toilet
Preparations on the market. If
we haven't what you want we
will get It for you. We are able
to always serve your Interest
in tire Irest w.lhle way.

PROPFRTT

PFIISONAL

WANTKO.

VtANTEl
Messenger boy. Western
union Telegraph Co.
WANTED A capable girl for general
house work. Inquire 903 Copper
avenue.
WANTED A girl for general housework.
Mrs. Robert Putney, 615
west Copper avenue.
WANTED Two good boilerniakers.
at once; good wages.
Colbtirn's
Employment Agenry.
WA NTEDOlf
or general hmTse
work, smnll family. In Los Angeles.
Call at BIO North Third street.
WANTED Carrier for small paper
route; must have horse anil buggy,
flood pay to right party. 2(16 South
Rroadwny.
WANTED People to go to P. E.
Daniel for first-clashoe repairing.
Corner Railroad avenue and
Broadway.
WANTED Help furnished and employment of all kinds secured
promptly. Call on, write or phone
Colburn's Employment agency. 109
West Silver avenue. Auto Phone

For Fine

fire-chos-

DEI

Tl'FXIAY. JAM'AHY

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

and all to determine whether "Colorado," 'the composition of Mrs. Maude
rMbHI 0Uy aa Weekly by
McFcrran Price, of this city, or
The Citizen Publishing Company "Where the Silvery Colorado
Wends
Its Way." shall be selected a
the
I m r urfTk
for trnniiMnn through th. state song.
.mim H cofid cIm. matter.
tine of the momentous questions
confronting the legislators assembled
In Ii liver to Inaugurate a new governor, elect a
United
States senator, and make or defeat
the making of a number of measures
supposed to be for the advancement
of the state as a whole, is that of
OFFICIAL PAPER FOR
a stute song.
CITY OF ALBUQUERQUE choosing
The opposition of "The Silvery Colorado" have a large-size- d
hammer out
because
for that piece, principally
the "Silvery Colorado" does not
"wend its way" within some hundreds of miles of any part of Colorado. And as for the suggestion advanced by Senator Taylor to legally
change the name of the (Irand river
to the Colorado, Just to make the
words of the song tit. "I'ooh. pooh,'
choruses the opposition.
"Colorado," words, music and all
an orchestra If need be will be
lugged bodily into the august halls of
the legislature, and there will bt sung
by trained voices so that the lawmakers nniy have ample opportunity to
Judge of Its melodious sweetness, of
appropriateness and of several
Given by the Walshes But Was Its
other things that might lend to Its
adoption as the song of the state.

A

EVENING CITIZEN.

$3300

fit

POR TERFJELD CO.

H.3111&

qI

Q1U1S1QES9

Extends to Depositor Every Proper Accommodation,
New Accounts Capital, $160,000.00.

110 West Gold Ave.

and

S

8ollclU

ISKAL KSTATK.

We'iIAVE" PURCHASERS

for all
kinds of properties in New Mexico.
What have you for sale? General
offices, St. Louis, Mo. Branch offices, Kansas City, Mo., Memphis,
Tenn., San Antonio, Texas, Oklahoma City, Okla. Local offices
everywhere. Address Southwestern
Sales Co. 4a 1 Odd Fellows' Bldg..

OFFICERS AND DIKRCTORS
Solomon Luna, Prenloent: W. S. Strlckler, V. P. and Cashier- - W
Jonnson, . Mt, Cashier; Wm. Mcintosh, J. C. Baldrldge. Solo- -' J '
mon n.una, A. M. Blackwell. Geo. Arnot, O. E. CrouiweU.
DEPOSITORY FOR THE ATCHISON, TQPEKA

SANTA FE RY.

&

St. Louis, Mo.

PROFESSIONAL

CARDS

Ob

LAWYERS.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Ira

M. Bond.
ATTORNEY AT LAW, 32 F.St.,
N. W., Washington, D. C.
Pensions,
land patents,
copyrights,
caveats,
letter patents, trade marks, claims.
11. W. D. Bryan.
ATTORNEY AT LAW. Albuquerque. N. M. Office,
First National
Rank building.
K. W. Dohson.
ATTORNEY AT LAW.
Office,
Cromwell block, Albuquerque. N. M.

ALBUQUERQUE,

NEW MEXICO

orriCKitm and

JOSHUA S. RATNOLD8
M. XV. FLOURNOY
FRANK McKEB
R. A. FROST
H. F. RAYNOLDS

director
President
vice President
Cashier

Assistant" Cashier
Director

U. 9. DEPOSITORY
Authorized Capital
Paid Up Capital, Surplus and Profits

DENTISTS.

$500,000.00
$250,000.00

DR. .1. K. KRAFT,
Dental Surgeon.
Rooms 2 and 3, Harriett building.
over O'Rielly's drug store, Automat
ic phone 238.
Appointments made
by mail.
Klmiutil ,1, Alxcr, I). 1). s.
No. 306 Railroad avenue.
Office
hours, 9 a. m., to 12:30 p. m.; 1:30
p. m. to 5 p. m.
Both phones. Appointments made by mall.

STATE NATIONAL BANK

PHYSICIANS.

ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEXICO

1R. J.

11.

Depotllory for Atchison. Topeka

1IAYNES

Physician and Surgeon.
Rooms 11 and 13. N. T. ArmUo
building.
Bit. II. L. 11UST.
Office,
N. T. Arniijo Bldg.
Tuberculosis treated with High
Frequency Electrical
Current and
Germicide. Treatments given each
day from 8 a. m. to 4 p. m. Trained
nurse In attendance. Both phones.
UNDERTAKER.
Auto, phone 316.
Colo., Red 115
A. BORDERS.
Commercial Club building.
Black
or White hearse, $5.
ARCHITECTS
F.

Silencer. Rooms
building, Albuquerque,
Kolh phones.
CIVIL ENGINEER.
XV.

46-4-

Room

$100,000.00
. . .

22,000.00

Interest Paid on Time Deposits-Saf- ety
Deposit boxes for Rent Drafts Issued on all parta
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0.

.

. the Wor.S

Banking Business

DIRECTORS

r

N. Marron. Wm. Farr. J. B. Herndon. I. A. Dve.
D. H. i,arn8. J. A. Weinman. F. H. strong. Ja

E

r
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A, Mlera
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J. 11. Farwell.
23, N. T. Armljo
NOTARY'

Santa Fe Railway Company

CAPITAL
SURPLUS AND PROFITS,

6-- 8,

nett

&

building.
PUBLIC,

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

Wholesale Grocers

iiiOK. K. I). MikIiIIsoii.

office with XV. B. Chllders. 117
West Oold avenue.
THE AMERICAN MAGAZINE HAS
CHANGED HANDS.
For :tO Years It Was
Popular
Monthly.
Ida M. Tarbell, who wrote Lincoln
and the famous "Story of Rockefel
ler;" William Allen White, the well
known Kansas editor; E. P. Dunne,
creator of "Mr. Dooley;" Ray Stan-nar- d
Baker and Lincoln Steffens are
under the leadership of John 8.
Phillips, now editing The American
Magazine.
Never before has such a brilliant
group been gathered together,
and
they are not only contributing themselves, but ure filing the magazine
with the very best novels and short
stories and great timely articles by
other famous writers and beautiful
pictures by great artists.
A tireat Bargain.
The regular price for the twelve
numbers of The American Magazine
is $1.20 little enough as It Is, but for
a limited time you can get the November and December, 1906, numbers, with a full year's subscription
for 1907 for a dollar, or
II NuirilM-ffor truly $1.00.
Think of it! Think of the quality of
reading you net for $1.00. Think of
the quantity at least two great novels, 98 short stories, 2S poems, 70
timely articles, 800 beautiful pictures,
and all for $1.00.
ls)ut Your Winter Reading?
How
Cut this offer out, write your name
and address on a slip of paper and
mail It. with $l.tii). Send it now today before the special 14 months'
offer is withdrawn. Send it by check,
postal money order or a dollar bill,
at the publisher's risk, to The American Magazine, 111 Fifth Avenue. New

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers
ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.
vl.u

KBUiAHLdc- -

L.

a, PUTNEY

187$

THE WHOLESALE GROCER
FLOUR, GRAIN AND PROVISIONS
Carries the Largest and Most Exclusive Stock of Staple
Groceries
In tbe Southwest

FARM AND FREIGHT WAGONS

s

RAILROAD AY EN UK.

ALBUQUERQUE, N. If.

ln a Straightforward

Way.

Thai's how we iln hiuinx.
Our
method here are nueh a we should
n.u ue annarriej to adopt in private
life.
We handle best varieties
of
rough and dressed lumber
of every
dex.Tii.tlon, all thoroughly seasoned
and earefully assorted, and can sup-l'l- y
anything In this line at lowest
liriees. Any quantity desired. Prompt
delivery.

York City.

Ilott lo Cure Chilblains.
"To enjoy freedom from Chilblains," writes John Kemp, East Otis-tielMe.. "I apply Bucklen's Arnica
Salve.
Have also used it for salt
ileum with excellent results." Guaranteed to cure fever sores. Indolent
ulcers, piles, burns, wounds, frost
bites and skin diseases. 25c at all
drug stores
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GRANDE

LUMBER

CO,

Corner Third and Marquette

THE

Albuquerque Lumber Co.
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lumber, Glass, Cement and Rex Flintkote Roofing

First and Marquette

Alfeaqaerqae, New Mexico
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A DRAMATIC

HEW YEAR FES

CLIIM Id

EVENING

CITIZEN.

THE

FIERCE WAR FOR 3 - CEEJT FARE

TIVITIES
CAPITAL

LIGHTNING TRACK
OVSTIUT- AT
TION
ANI
MIDNIGHT
KQl'ALLV RAPID INJUNCTION
TO STOP IT SCANTLING TROL-LKPOLKS PLANTKD IN CARTS
AliONG KOITE KAIKS LAID ON
PAVKMENT
IHFHCILTV MET
lY TOM JOHNSON.
V

How Washington. Official and

Private. Conducts Itself
On New Year.

Special Correspondence.
Ry Catherine Allman.
Cleveland, O., Jan. 8. Mayor Tom
Washington, Jan.
fight to secure Johnson's five-yekept open house on New Year's day, cent
car
street
fare
has reached a
And Connecticut avenue and other dramatic stage.
fashionable thoroughfares were dotThree-cefare is a reality, as far
ted, nay thronged, with man, mere as one isolated line Is concerned, but
d
and
man, frock-coate- d
there are dully sensations In the ef
and passing gayly from reception to forts to extend this line to the heart
reception to pay glowing homage to of the city where It can become a
matronly
beauty
and
youthful
factor in the actual transportation
charms.
problem.
This Is the one day In the year
Midnight trnckluylng met by mid
w hen the heart of the hoHtess Is gladnight injunctions are coming so rap-Idl- y
dened by the night of real men at
one after the other that the pub
her reception, for the unwritten law lic's breath is taken away by the
nalth that on the first day of the year rapler-lik- e
fencing of the warring InWashington hostesses shall be at terests, and excitement Is becoming
home to their men friends only, and intense.
possibly that Is what makes
A climax whs reached the day afday one of the gala days of the ter Christmas In an attempted coup
year, though the writer trusts no In which the three-celine was exman will read this Indiscreet admis tended Into disputed territory by a
sion. Hostesses vie with each other lightning makeshift track and wire
in securing "eligibles." remorselessly construction that was brilliant as a
robbing the cradle and the grave, and war-tim- e
night attack with the Imyo- men come, laugh, flirt. Indulge In the net In the trenches before Mukden.
small
banality
of
and
Inanities
usual
Cleveland awoke on the morning of
talk and consume unspeakable quan the 27th to find the main traffic
aland
frappes.
punch
and
of
tities
al- thoroughfare, Superior
Every one ready possessing four avenue.
most forget to be bored.
street car
wise
the
but
time,
good
royal
has a
tracks, littered with a hastily conhostess, with a caution born of ex structed fifth track laid right on top
perience, sets early hours In the aft- of the granite and flanked by scantlernoon for receiving her men callers, ing trolley poles Bet In ballasted barand tactful wives ask no questions of rels and braced by loaded dirt carts.
belated and befuddled spouses
y
But that was not all. The
All day long a stream of carriages
fount of Injunctions there
portico
house
up
to the white
dashed
have been more than thirty of them
and deposited memebers of the su
was tapped before dawn, a Judge
al
are
diplomats,
preme court,
who
was routed out of bed, and the work
wives;
by
ways accompanied
their
was chopped off half finished, with
cabinet officers, army and navy offi only a weird, crooked track and a
con
cers, and. In fact, all the male
trolly suprow of flimsy, gallows-lik- e
tingent of official Washington who on ports to stand as monuments of the
to
the chief strenuous effort while the slower fight
that day must pay honor
The is waging In the courts.
executive and the first lady.
justices of the supreme court appear
Low fare cars have been running
ed In the robes of office, the highest for months on the west side. The
officers of the army and navy In their goal, however, was the public square
full dress uniforms, and the mem on the east side, where the curs
bers of the diplomatic corps In gor could connect with other three-cecoats, cov- fare tracks. The low fare company
geous
n
ered with the insignia of various
a week or so ago suddenly scored by
of knighthood. The Chinese en- making a connection with the viaduct
gayvoy and his staff were arrayed In
crossing the Cuyahoga river. Viaduct
ly colored silks and furs, and corals tracks are city property und cars proand peacock feathers; the representa- ceeded to run over them to within
tive of Emperor Francis Joseph, the three blocks of the public squure.
Baron Hengelmuller von Hengelvar,
Knnnrlnr nvenilp. whleb hHS alwavS
.
was opienoiu in ve.vei. . .c.
was
been, free trerritory.
before
gold belt and the heron- -ino. n ,v .
the snuure.
plumed kalpak. or cap, which constl- - but ft ju(lge a8tonlshed everybody by
tute the full dress regalia of the Hun- - b.lrrmK ,hree-cecars from this free
garlan man of wealth and position. It territory.
Is a spectacle worth traveling miles to j Th(m hf, three-centedecided to
people Ret tQ tne equare wl(hout usng the
see and many
make It a point to be present at the exl8llnK track8. Then came the
white house reception on New Year s 8trateglc move to lay the track,
day- The wires extend to the goal, the
The reception of citizens took place pubc Bquare, but the track ls;ing
In the afternoon and for hours a long wag slower and the trac, laid on
line of people, anxious to shake hands cleverIy devlsed bars with adjustable
with their president, stood waiting clamp to ho(d the rails, extends but
their turn, and Mr. Roosevelt, with ha,f the di8(ance. The work.begun
patience, shook hands wRh R )reconcerted rUHh at midnight,
unwearying
with each newcomer und smiled and waa haIted
d
bv
tne
said. "I am most happy to meet you." ju(1(?ei, injunetton.
so
the
It.
and
meant
really
If
as
he
A p(,rmlt to lay the rails has been
stream passed on.
given by the board of public service,
of
ladles
busy
day
the
for
was
a
It
wnlch wltn the COuncil. Is on the side
the cabinet, who first assisted Mrs. ' o( thg mayor , ,,,H threecent fare
morning
reception,
Roosevelt at the
Mayor Johnson was on the
flgn,
and then hastened to their own home8 track laying- - scene In person, direct-t- o
greet friends and acquaintances. ,)K ,he wolk whpn u was nalted.
Mrs. Root, following the ' usual cus- There lH a great object lesson In
torn, did not receive in the afternoon, the difftculty lnet i getting a new
mem,,
but entertained at breakfast the
If lt la zonular.
bers of the diplomatic circle, from the
,h nr,I)(.Hit Ion of an establlsh- to
corps
the newly arrived ed monopoyt even when its
dean of the
of the smallest legation.
Lhlw. , er,lrlnir und sui.nosedlv
In this
free territory is traversed.
One of the most beautiful affairs of case the people in three elections
the season was given on Monday night have spoken In favor of It and the
by the Thomas F. Walshes, when 250 entire city administration is fighting
guests were entertained at a costume for the new line, and still it is com
ball at their palatial home on Massa pelled to fight for every inch of
c husctts
avenue.
The guests were ground, and bitterly at that.
received in the Louis Quatorze recepMany Ills come from Impure blood.
tion room, which had received no
floral treatment other than a huge Can't have pure blood with faulty dicluster of pale pink roses which gestion, lazy liver and sluggish bowblended perfectly with the rural tints els. Burdock Blood Bitters strengthand appointments of the exquisite ens stomach, bowels and liver, and
room. The celling of the ball room purifies the blood.
O
was practically concealed by wreath-Ing- s
of smllax, from which twinkled CANADIAN GOVERNMENT
TO SELL SILVER CLAIMS,
hundreds of tiny electric globes, and
Toronto, Out., Jan. 8. Reports are
music was? furnished by the great pipe
organ, a stringed orchestra and a current here that the government Is
quartet of musicians stationed at the about closing a deal with an American syndlcute for the sale of the
head of the grand stairway.
In the large dining room on the Gillies limit, Including that section
first floor were placed many small abutting Into the Cobalt silver mining
tables seating from eight to sixteen area, and commonly alluded to dis-as
!ersons, and the floral decorations of "the mineralized portion." The
blossoms with effective arrangement trict is believed to be rich in silver
of lights and candelabra lent addi- ore. Though there are 1.400 men at
work It has not yet been cleared of
tional beauty to the scene.
The costumes were rarely beauti- timber us the district has an area of
ful, and Mr. and Mrs. Walsh alone In seventy square miles. Two silver
veins have been discovered in the
all that companay of merry-makewere unmasked, the host and hostess district, one by a party of prospecnot even divining the disguise of their tors and the other by men at work
Mrs. Walsh wore a under the supervision of the governown daughter.
handsome ball gown of Ivory white ment geologist. The purchase money
satin .trimmed effectively with point is stated to be $40,000,000.
lace, with which she wore many dia- STANDARD OIL COM- mond ornaments, including a neckPANV I'ROSECI'TIONS.
Miss Walsh,
lace of priceless value.
Jan. (s. The charge
St. Louis,
as Juliette, wore a costume of white against
Johii D. Rockefeller and hh"
liberty, heavily embroidered down
who control the StandIn her six associates,
the front with seed pearls.
the
Oil company for operating
dark hair she wore a small cap of ard
was
in restraint of trade
pearls. Miss Hurd und Miss Jenkins, company
States circuit
house guests of Miss Walsh, were both opened in the I'nlted
Rockefeller's
dressed as shepherdesses; Miss Hurd court yesterday.
are Henry H. Rogers. H.
In pale blue, and Miss Jenkins In pale
H.
Among those present whose M. Flagler. Charles Pratt. OliverJohn
pink.
William Rockefeller, and
costumes were notable were Miss Payne.
D.
In addition to these
Theodora Shouts, as "Night;" Miss the Archibold.
government is charging
Marguerite Shonts, as "Marie An- W. A.federal
Harris, treasurer of the Nationtoinette;" Miss Helen Foulke, costume al Transit
company, the Crescent Pipe
.f the time of Louis XVI; Miss
Dancer;" Line company und other alleged
Eleanor Slater. "Spanish
corporations with the same
Miss Evelyn Chew. "Dolly Varden;" standard
ManuThe Cheseborouh
Miss Winifred Mattingly. "Morning." offence.
company, and the Swan &
and Mrs. John Tlmnxms, as a "Kate facturing
Finch company will also be charged.
Cri'cnau' Girl."
Over two hundred witnesses will be
examined for the prosecution. The
bearing of the various charges will
Notice of Stockholders Meeting.
Notice iii hereby given that the reg- occupy at least four weeks.
ular annual meeting of the stockholders of the Albuquerque Traction THE NATIONAL
HALL COMMISSION'.
Lompany will be held ut the office
Cincinnati, o.. Jan. X. The annual
of said company, in the old town of
Ball
Base
Albuquerque, Bernalillo county. New meeting of the Nalinnil
was
held last niKht.
Mexiio. on the bth duy of January. commission
1907, at the hour of 10 o'clock In the ( 'hail man .Merinuiiu. I'l esldeiil John- y
f.irenoon, for the, election of direc- son, of the American LeutiU--- ; Secie-tatBruce and the schedule committors and transaction of such other
business fca may properly come be-- i tee of the .National and American
Ije.iKues, after disposing of the annual
tro said neeu
business eliminated conflicting dates
A. B MoMIU.ES,
fr.nn next seas. .11 s schedule.
Socy. Albuquerque Traction Co.
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served two years of his second term
In that body.
When It was determined a year ago
lo make a serious effort to secure the
nomination of a southern man In
I0S and the sifting of availahles began, a large number of distinguished
men were on the list. Senator Bailey
had a very considerable and determined following, as did also Senator
Daniel of Virginia. Andrew Jackson
Montague, of Vlrglnln; Joseph
V.
Folk, of Missouri, and" Johi Sharp
Wli.'isms, of Mississippi were among
others considered. Elimination,
resulting from scrutiny of the closest
kind, disposed of them one by one
until there remained
(inly Senator
Culberson and John Sharp Williams.
For a long time choice hung between
the two, until finally Mr. Williams
definitely announced that he did not
want the presidential nomination In
1908. being ambitious first for a term
of service in the senate.
With the retirement of Mr. Williams from the field, sentiment for
Senator Culberson rapidly crystallized, until today It can be accepted
that should conditions be such that
In the next nomination convention
the south should Insist upon consideration for a favorite son. Its candidate will be the senator from Texas.
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Commercial Printing

Having Added Large Invoices of New Tnw Fi
and Latest Styles of Papers, We Can Please You

All Kinds of Pamphlet and Catalogue Work

...PUBLIHED BY..

.

The Citizen Publishing Co.
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NORTHERN PACIFIC
INCREASES ITS STOCK.
St. Paul, Minn.. Jan. S. A special
meeting of the stockholders of the
Northern Pacific Railway company
was held yesterday for the purpose
of considering the proposal of the directors to Issue IDS, 000. 000 additional
stock. The present capital stock of
the company Is $155, 0m). 000 and the
stockholders authorized the Issue of
the sum mimed by the directors
which brings the capital of the company up to $250,000,000.
Of the new
Issue the stockholders will have the
right to subscribe to $93,000,000 at
par in proportion to their respective
holdings of the present stock. The
reasons assigned by the directors for
making the additional stock issue as
explained to the stockholders today
Is the rapid growth
of population
TROLLEY POLES OF SCANTLINGS Sl'XK IN ASH BARRELS AND' along the company's lines und great
ANCHORED To DIRT WAGONS. AND RAILS LAID ON TOP OF THE development of business which Is
PAVEMENT IN SCPERIOR AVENC K. CLEVELAND, O.
daily Increasing. It was stated that
the increasing business was overtaxing the capacity of the line and further extensions of the company's
mileage was necessary.
PROFESSORS TO HOT
PREHISTORIC GAME.
New York. Jan. 8. Professor H. F.
Osborn, of the American museum of
natural history. Writer Granger and
George Ilsen, of tne museums' staff,
have sailed for Egypt, where they
will search for skeletons of a small
animal believed to be the prehistoric
elephunt of the pliocene age. The expedition Is the outcome of a discovery
made four years ago by a party of
British engineers In the Suvoum des
who unearthed some of the bones.
Industrially. Nautically and For Presidency Should it be ert
Morris K. Jessup, president of the
museum became Interested
Martially That Country
Deemed Advisable to Name InAmerican
the discovery and authorized the
expedition.
Professor Osborn will
Will be in Lead.
Southern Man.
curry on his Investigations
In
the
Sayouni desert at a point about seventy miles
of Cairo and
Norfolk. Vu.. Jan. S. In the great
Washington. Jan. x. A new Rich- not far fromsouthwest
the Suyoum Oasis. He
drama of the Old Dominion if the mond Is In the field to compete with expects to be absent about four or
German has not been a star actor, he William Jennings Bryan for the dem five months.
has nevertheless been a very worthy ocratic presidential nomination.
He
member of tTie cast. To those Ger- is Charles A. Culberson, senator from DESTRCCTION CACSED ,HV
FROSTS IN FLORIDA.
mans who have made America their Texas, and twice governor of the
Cedar Keys. Fla.. Jan. 8. The rehome the forthcoming
exposition Lone Star state. The1' campaign In cent severe frost has done an incal-cuubcommemorating the
amount of Injury to fruit trees
of his behalf took definite shape during
the nation's birth, appeals with all the Christmas holidays; It is a care- as far north us Tampa. Planters who
the potency of native patriotism, and fully planned and determined move- have Invested all their capital lit
to their relatives
over the sea lt ment, and gives every promise of at- orange groves are staring ruin In the
focuses a Just pride In the magnifi- taining formidable, proportions.
face.
The great loss will come
cent accomplishments of their kin on
Ever since Judge Alton B. Parker through the destruction of the trees
the soil of the newer world. Recog made his memorable speech advocat- which crack and become bareu after
nizing this sentiment
the German ing that in 1II0S a southern man be being frost bitten. All the trees Ingovernment, when extended an Invi- selected
to head
democratic tick- jured by thesix frost will be
tation to participate In the celebra- et, southerners Inthe und
for
yeHrs and the damage
out of contion of the
of Ameri- gress have been canvassing the field, can be calculated when It is stated
ca's birth, 'wus not slow in appre- sifting the available men in search of that the region visited by the frost
ciating the sentimental and historical the one most available. Senator Cul- produced the best oranges In the
country, although at the same time
significance of an event, which In- berson alone survives this process
of the northern
volved such tremendous consequences elimination.
muikets will not feel the
to the people of the Fatherland, und
effect of the blight materially
this
Is
It
almost unanimously agreed ear 11s 75 per cent of the seasons
in the congress of the nations which
among
southern democrats, nuil no crop has already been shipped.
will assemble the best of tluir navies
democrat arises to dispute,
and armies on the waters and shores northern any
man can be
southern
of Hampton Itoads, the coming sum that if
mer, the land of Emperor William elected next year Senator Culberson
will contest with England herself the can be; und from now on every effort will be made to impress his
palm for splendor and power.
upon the northern deThe great work already done by uvuilulllity
There will be no difficulty,
Commlssinier-Genera- l
Kohlsaat,
the itmocracy.
is believed in uniting the southern
European
exposition representative
states in his behalf, und In the north
d
In Germany, has been greatly
by a second visit to German and west, but more especially in the
official circles. During his last stay-Mr-. east, bis strength and attractiveness
candidate will be played ugulnst
Kohlsaat was received by the as astrength
und attractiveness of Mr.
highest authorities,
Including the the
ministers of state, Herr von Rmeln-babe- n i Bryan.
Senator
Culberson is Just past
und Herr von Posadowsky, who
years of age. und is u son
every assistance in fifty-tw- o
promised
him
their power, and he came away with of the late o David B. Culberson, who
years consecutively
renewed assurances ami larger ac- for twenty-twquisitions. German official circles was u member of the house of repWilliam are resentatives from Texas. Though a
backed by Emperor
keenly alive to the Importance and less dashing figure than his brilliant
necessity of their country's fitting colleague. Senator Joseph W. Bailey,
representation among the powers of he Is looked upon, especially in Texthe world ut the Jamestown celebra- as, us un abler and more dependable
tion.
National pride, friendship for man us a statesman of greater
America, and the compliment to the breadth und grasp. His personality
Is
Ina compelling one. Of medium
great body of German-American
face and
rV'-- w
volved In the consideration merited height, with
but one response the concrete ex- hair Just turning gray, in debate or
pression of which will be the mar- on the busting bis manner is markMISS CLAUDE ALBRIGHT
tial and naval display of this great ed by a dignity und poise that sugnation ut Jamestown. The admiralty gests tremendous force in reserve.
will appear in a
recognizing Senator Culberson never rants, as
Is especially
Interested
the fitness of Germany's uniting with does his colleague now and then, but
the other powers in commemorating in a voice that Is fairly caressing in
the landing of the first English set- its softness he can dure the weaktlers In America, and arrangements nesses of an adversary und rub salt
of the German in the smarting wounds.
for the dispatch
to be given by the ladies of
Just entering upon his second term
squadron has been entrusted to Cup-tai- n
Slahmer. who is certain that at in the senate, Senator Culberson's
the St. John's "uikl at the
least three of Germany's finest cruis- service in that body has been distinHe Is
ers will be sent. The exact size of guished, but not sensational.
ELKS' OPERA HOUSE
Jo constructive statesthe German fleet will not be known more
Frldmy Zwolag. January II
until after England's action In the manship than to forensic display, but
when he does participate in debate
Ry reason of her preemimatter.
nence Great Britain holds the dean-shi- p his arguments are illuminating and
Senator
In Neptunian circles, und sets go to the heart of things.
the pace und defines the etiquette Culberson wus born in Dudevllle. in
proper 011 occasions such as this. Tallapoosa county. Alabama, on June
The assured magnificence of Eng- 10. 1H5!, but a year later was taken
at Jamestown by bis parents to their future home
BEST CLARKVILLE LUMP
land's representation
a greater in Texas. That this gave him u claim
$8.50
PER TON
will doubtless necessiate
BLOCK '
BEST AMERICAN
display by Germany than is ut present upon two southern states was not
overlooked when his availability as
W.50
contemplated.
PER TON
candidate was being
But 11 is hi matters military that a presidential
Germany is privileged to set the pace, canvassed. Nor did the canvassers
and the commissioner general has overlook the fact that it was in Virbeen assured that a portion of the ginia that he was educated. GraduCorps. (Emperor's body- ating fire from the Virginia Military
Garde
guard
the finest regiment In the Institute, the "West Point of the
BIG LOAD OF MILL WOOD
German army, with one of the best South." which has given so many
92.25 AND
FOR
exDixie,
studied
he
men
later
to
he
sent
to
the
will
famous
hands,
military
law at the Cnlversity of Virginia, at
position.
of advance a time when his father Was a proIll the department
science Germany is also destined to fessor in law at the famous institucircles the tion founded by Thomas Jefferson.
shine. In aeronautic
502 SOUTH FIRST STREET.
Ill ISMi. after a campaign that is
'f sending over a body of
questi
its
of
because
yet
seriously
in
of
Texas
discussed
talked
aeronauts is being
and it is mt improbable that the ex- dash and brillia nc t lie younger Cula
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AN ADVERTISEMENT IN THE EVENING CITIZEN WILL REACH MORE
READERS IN THE SOUTHWEST THAN
ANY OTHER NEWSPAPER. OUR BIG
CIRCULATION COUNTS, o
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Faywood

PLEASANTLY SITUATED.
EASY TO REACH.
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BUILDS UP THE SYSTEM.
CURES RHEUMATISM.
CURES I DNEY AILMENTS.
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The Elite Restaurant
New, Clean, Orderly, Good Service, Meals 25cU.
120 W. Silver Ave.
F. J. Gross, Prop.
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Beavcn

Thos. F. Keleher

Supply Co.
NashElectrical
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EVERYTHING

ELECTRICAL

Latest Designs in Table Lamps. Chandeliers. Shades and
Have vour Houe Wired.
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ALL WORK GUARANTEED
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old town and the new may each be a county scat. The
two towns sre In fact but two parts of one town. They
could and should get along as one, but they won't.

C1TIZFN

THE ALBUQUERQUE

,

The publishers of the territory are
uniting In an endeavor to secure the removal of the high
Machines equally as good
tariff on linotype machines.
as the linotype nrc sold In other countries at half the
price of what Is charged for them here, but so high
Is the tariff that Importation Is out of the question. The
press Is united behind the movement to secure the doing
away with or at least a great reduction of the tariff on
printing machines. It Is scarcely to be doubted that the
object will bo accomplished. Petitions to congress are
being sent In from every city and town and hamlet that
Delegate Andrews
publishes a newspaper in the land.
will present the petitions from the New Mexico

SERMON FOR ALBUQUERQUE
Speaking of Minneapolis, an exchange snys that good
thltiK" nrrni to roll Into the lap of that city, and the
U mated bystander Is apt tit wonder how It nil happens.
HJh rnouth opens In surprise as he reads that Armour
. has bought 800 aeres of ground adjoining
that elty
a IIO.OOO.WOO packing plant, and the announeements
of other large enterprises locating In other parts of the
"sawdust city" follow so fast that he does not
Ret time to close 11.
But all this has not come to Minneapolis without
iim asking or seeking. The fact Is that there Is no man
there so rich, so prominent or so Impressed with his own
dignity that he does not hustle for the common good of
Factories, mills. Industries of all kinds, go
Ills clly.
there because they are made to know that they are
wanted; that they will be welcomed, and that every facility and help that Is reasonable will be afforded them.
They go because Minneapolis and Its people, rich
They
auid poor, busy and Idle, go out and get them.
keep "everlastingly at It" with mi enthusiasm that Is
tmntagious and a confidence that wins.
Spencer Kellofig. one of Huffulo's
manufacturers, told his home people a little story that
mill Interest those who wonder how Minneapolis does It:
"We are about to build a linseed oil mill In Minneapolis," said Mr. Kellogg.
"So sooner had this announcement appeared In the Minneapolis Journal than
three bankers were after our account. A representative of one of the large banks took the first train out of
Minneapolis when he heard of It and rode day and night
rn order to reach us first.
Meanwhile ennther bank telegraphed us not to do anything until we got their letter.
St. Paul heard of it and the St. Paul chamber of commerce wrote pointing out the advantages enjoyed by
that city. We were deluged with letters offering us sites
One Minneapolis man of wealth and
in both cities.
prominence wired that the president of the Chicago &
Northwestern railway would meet us In Chicago and
take us to Minneapolis In his private car to look over the
proprty, and when Ave reached Minneapolis men of
wealth and position were at hand to offer us every cnuv
tesy and lend their assistance and their experience."
Here is a llttlo lesson which the fair city of Albu- Urquc and her business people may profitably take to
heart and Imitate.
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We have started a general
campaign for increased business. Our business was
d
more in 1906 than in
1905, and we want it one-hamore in 1907. We have
the goods. We have the
prices. We want the business. We will be pleased to
show you through our large
stock and convince you that
our price are the lowest

T

one-thir-

Pittsburg woman

In her divorce petition uses 42.- 000 words. Considering that It's a Pittsburg case, It maybe that It's boiled down a whole lot at that.
Mrs. Calvin , Chilton,
A
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CALIFORNIA FARMERS SCORED
FOR FAVORING COOLIE LABOR 8

tooooooxxooooooooooooocoooot
The fruit growers convention at Hartford yester
day adopted resolutions favoring the admission of Chinese laborers on the name terms as Immigrants of other
races. This further confirms the statement often made
by the Republican, that the people of California are
far from unanimous on the question of Chinese Immigration.
Very many business men and most of the
farmers are in favor of the Chinese. Of course, the
business men lire afraid to say so publicly It is not
"business" to have opinions on public questions; that
is the reason why business men ought to be our ruling
class but this Is their private view. And the farmers, not having given away their souls with the trading stamps, quite frankly avow their opinion. The Cali
fornia fruit farmer does not believe In the dignity of
labor. He believes In cheap labor mid dear fruit. He
is opposed to labor unions; eats preferably in non
union restaurants when he comes to town, anil distrusts white labor, partly because he has found It
drunken and unreliable, but chiefly because he Is nfrnld
of a
union. He does not believe In In
creasing the population or developing the resources of
California. He wants no more orchards or vineyards
planted, and no more raw land Improved. There will
be more profit In his farm If not too many people raise
the same products. He wants to own as much land,
and have It support as few people as possible. And
he wants a large supply of cheap, servile labor to drawon, preferably Chinese. If the California farmers and
the merchants they trade with were In control, the Chinese exclusion laws would have been relaxed long ago,
and California would already be far on the way toward
a Hawaiian civilization. Hut the profits of many farmers would have been increased, and that Is what the
farmer wants. This, at least, Is the attitude of many
fruit growers, frequently and publicly expressed.
d
It Is a
and suicidal policy. Ditubtless
there are many large ranches In California that are
hard to run at a profit without Chinese labor. So much
the belter.
It Is not particularly to the Interest of
California that these ranches be run at a profit. Their
constituent parts can be run at a profit easily, by small
holders who do most of their own work. And if Chinese exclusion (with Japanese to follow, as soon as it
can be arranged with Japan) will compel these large
holdings to be subdivided, so much the better for everybody concerned. The work of California in this generation is to hand down to our successors an American
state, with an American civilization. If we can get
rich, in the process, so much the better; but if It can
only be accomplished by staying poor, it is worth the
price. Better an American state, getting rich as fast
as we can on American lines, than an Oriental state.
even with the white aristocrats richer than they could
have been under Americanism. And California industry which can not prosper with white labor had better not prosper. Any California ranch too big to be
cultivated without Chinese labor had better be cut up
and sold. Any advantage which Chinese lubor would
bring us had better be foregone, and uny disadvantage
which Chinese exclusion causes had better be endured
For, in our peculiar position as the last outpost of the
white man's world, the duty of guarding the border
and keeping it white is paramount to all other considerations. The farmer may not think so. and he is
no more to be blamed for favoring the Chinese because thVy lower wages than the labor unions are for
opposing them for the same reasons. ltoth attitudes
d
are narrow,
and selfish, but not unnatur
al. The real Issue Is far outside either consideration.
Hut on that issue there must be no swerving, even
when our position Is against our own Interests. Fresno
Republican.
fruit-picker-
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CULTIVATION OF BEETS
New Mexico should be the leading beet sugar pro-

ducer of the United States, und she may become such if
tmly her people cuii be aroused on the subject.
The

Citiscn, therefore, begs to reproduce the following from
m. late number of the
t:
Proofs have accumulated that the United States Is
as well adapted to the cultivation of beet sugar as Germany and France, both of which countries produce more
of the article than they can consume.
The establish
ment of no important an industry is one of the best ad
vances recently made. At one time sugar was regarded
an a luxury, but It has become a necessity. Its con
sumption in the United. States has reached an average
of over sixty pounds for each inhabitant.
Most of thi
supply Is still imported, but the growth of of the home
production of beet sugar is rapid. The beet crop in this
country this year will yield J40,000,000 worth of sugar.
Seven years ago the itiem was only $7,000,000.
Irrigation, as it Is extensively supplied, will stlmu
late the beet sugar Interests.
Colorado now leads with
am output this year of 300,000,000 pounds.
California
is second with 200,000,000 pounds, and Michigan. Utah
and Idaho follow In order.
Throughout the west and in
many northern states the beet sugar industry is gaining
ground and promises to be a steadily profitable crop.
Nor id it likely that the annexation of Cuba, following
the acquisition of Hawaii and the Philippines, would be
a damage to American beet sugar.
The demand for
augar Is great and Increases with bounds.
Beet sugar
anad cane sugar have some distinctive qualitleis of which
a larger use is likely to be made. At present the In
habitants of the United States raise only one-sixof the
early 6. 000,000, 000 pounds of sugar they now consume
annually. They are glad to know .that beet sugar has
Globe-Democra-
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Y. M. C.
. STAHST1CS
The El Paso Herald presents the following
summary concerning f,.e Young Men's Christian As
sociation:
It was founded in 1N44. but its growth In the last
sis years has exceeded Its growth In the preceding fifty- six years.
The value of association property has Increased in six years from $23,000,000 to $42,000,000
The annual expenses have gone up since 1900 from
to $3,000,000.
Membership in the physical department has gone up from 86,000 to 161.000, but the
association is ulso proud of the fact thut the weekly at
tendance at men's meetings has increased from 62,000 to
128.000, and Kible students from 26,000 to 81,000.
In the railroad department, the number of
has Increased from 160 to 230 In six years, and
from 74 buildings worth $"4,000 in 1900 the property
of the railroad association has increased to 262 build
tags valued at $3,150,000. In 1900, 455.000 men used
the sleeping rooms of the Uailrnad V. M. C. A. buildings;
last year 1.4 73,000 men used the rooms.
The railroad
companies contribute $3.10.000 a year to the railroad
branches.
Nearly $1,000,000 is Invested In buildings and equip
ment for army and navy work, and the national govern
nent gives the association every possible aid; the work
f the association is especially valued by the government
in connection with the service in Alaska, the Philippines

and Panama.

In boys' departments, the membership has increased
from 13,000 to 65.000, and the number of secretaries in
charge from 31 to 17s.
In the physical department
over 6.000 men are directing the work of association
gymnasiums.
Last year owr $11,000,000 was given to the Y. M
!. A. for buildings, equipment and maintenance.

short-sighte-

short-sighte-
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HAPPINESS OF ROCKEFELLER
OVER NOT BEING RICHEST

tXXXXXXX)0000XXX)XXXXX)XXX)OOOt
Probably no citizen of this portion of the earth
had a happier Christmas than John D. Rockefeller,
who found in his favorite magazine the information
that he is no longer "the richest man In the world,"
that crown of thorns having been transferred to the
head of Frederick Weyerhauser.
He must have fairly shouted with joy.
Not that
he bore any 111 will to his unlucky fellow citizen, but
after bearing the burden, the stings and arrows of
outrageous fortune, that made him responsible for all
the Ills the poor consumer Is heir to. It must have
been a tremendous relief to find that another was to
be the object of the contumely that he has suffered
for so many years.
To be the richest man in the world Is a most hor
No wonder Mr. Weyerhauser has
rible responsibility.
so carefully concealed his Identity so that even the
magazine sleuths have failed to detect hi him the real
empvror of the financial world.
This silent, rugged
man, broad of shoulder and unpretentious In manner
has gone on piling millions upon millions until his
wealth has passed the billion mark and no one has
o
suspected that he was more than a
gentleman of merely the James J. Hill or K. H. Harriman
class, too numerous in his equals to call for more than
passing comment.
He has carefully refrained from founding colleges,
endowing hospitals, establishing palatial country homes,
giving libraries in bunches, building art galleries, posing as a philanthropist, or giving gold pieces for tips.
He has kept his loose change in bunks which tell no
secrets.
When be wanted a railroad, he hud someone else
buy it for him. When he wauled a few banks or a
town, or a million acres of pine, he acquired them so
quietly that It excited no more comment than the swapping of jackknives.
Hut now that the uriet has escaped through the
unquestionable authority of a magazine writer who is
famous for knowing all there is to be known, ami
then some, the world feels the electric thrill of a new
sensation to which It must adjust Itself, anil one of
unfat homahle possibilities.
Tile Very fact that Mr. Weyerhauser is a friend
of Mr. Hill and a Great Northern director, puts u
.Mr. Hill
will
lieu face on the railroad situation.
no longer be entitled to sympathy as lighting all by
his lonesome, ihe richest man in the world, through
Mr. II iriiinan. for Is he not himself at ihe spigot of
the still greater fountain of wealth?
Iron and oil
will cease to be Hie symbols of oppression which will
now be the pine stump.
The declining years of Mr.
Rockefeller's life cuii be passed in the joyous retirement of a back seat while Mr. Weyerhauser with the
footlights turned on, becomes the mark (or gallery
well-to-d-

HAND POCKET VOLUME

valuable to bunkers, brokers, investors and
speculators is a new fputuiv of the K.tilroad Quotation Itecord (176 pages), compiled by C. Mont. Itcn-toobtainable giatls oil application to stock
brokers. This innovation Is In the form of
handy and original tables, by reference to which one
may instantly ascertain the IiIkIi or low prices of all
railroad slocks il)iti the last two, live and ten years.
Kor Instance, every one recalls that u few years ago
Northeren Pacific was cornered and quadrupled
in
price over nUiit. but how many who were not caught
short in that stock remember the date? A glance ut
the compact tables of the lienton company show that
Northern Pacific reached its high-uatmark of
$1,000 per share on .May 9, 1901.
These Itailiuud
Quotation Keloids are printed monthly by the ('.
,.
Mont. Itenton
for brokers, bankers and others,
whose cards are published on the title page, and by
whom they are distributed gratis to their customers.
The ronvf
little booklets, which slip
rasiiy Into tin- pockets, loniain the latest quotations
of railroad stocks and bonds, is well as tlrso for
previous ni'Hi'.hs and years.
Hcsidcs, there Is full
data of all railroads us to their capital stock, bonded
debt, dividend payments, location of general offices,
time of annual meeting, gross and net earnings and summary of financial operations affecting Income.
The county division question in riun Miguil is said to
have reached the lighting Mane. The two towns of l.as
Vegas do not seem able to gel along together, and yet
some there ale determined that they shall not be
separated.
The county division s proposed so thut the missiles.
Most
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F. H. STRONG

Inily optic:

V. T. MrCKKlUIIT,
Business Manager.

JANV'AMT

luilulh

News-Tribun-
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Monislramatlxt.
Congregational flmrclt Wednesday, January 9.
People from the east and from the
north will have an opportunity to
learn what a southern woman can do
at the Congregational church Wed
nesday night. Mrs. Chilton is a real
southern lady. Tickets at the door.
MORTUARY
The funeral of the late Mike llar- goura was held this afternoon from
Mr. Gargoura
the Strong parlors.
was a Mason and the Masonic lodge
had charge of the obsequies. llur-la- l
was at Falrview cemetery.
Mr.
Gargoura, who hud lived In Albuquer
que for many years, had many friends
here who mourn his death.

Crockery,

Furniture,

WILLIAM McINTOSH, President

J50L0M0NLL'NA,

The funeral of the late Alfred
Gould of Terre Haute,
Ind., took
place yesterday from the Strong chapel.
The body of Mr. Gould, who
died more than n week ago, has been
held pending advice from his rela
In
tives regarding its disposition.
response to their Instructions
the
remains were Interred here.

Draperies

Rugs,

Glassware,

Treimrer and Manager

T. C. MEAD,

I

For the
Best Line of

Services were held over the remains of the late George Hunch yesterday afternoon at Strong's chapel.
Mr. Hunch died here on Friday night
of pneumonia.
He had been a resident of this city for the past eight
months having come here In search
of health.
Deceased was the son of
Wm. H. Hunch of Gulnsvlllq, Mo.

In Albuquerque

1.
l. Stotliard.
Stothard. formerly city mar
sbal of Webb City, Mo., who came to
Albuquerque two months since for his
health, died at his abode In Albuquer
que last night of tuberculosis.
His
wife was ut his bedside when the end
came. Sho has been with him con
stantly during his illness.
Mr. Stothard was 33 years old. He
was a member of the Modern Woodmen of America lodge.
The body
will be shipped to Webb City for burial. Mrs. Stothard will accompany it.

I. M.

See Ours
SUlclMTOSH

Charles Rccker.
Charles Hecker. aged 20, died last
Saturday night at the home of his
parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Frederick
Hecker, at Helen.
Charles Becker,
who died of kidney trouble, was
known to many In Albuquerque,
where he attended the business col
lege for some time. The funeral was
held Monday morning at 10 o'clock.
Services In German and English were
held at the church.
Rev. Ernest
Moser, the Lutheran minister of Albuquerque, officiated. A large number of friends and relatives attended.
The following gentlemen were the
Messrs. L. Becker, H.
Hecker. P. Dalles, H. Goebel,
Ch.
Relnken and P. Blerl.
IHISII.MKX

breaking in

.MONKY TO I,OAV
In sums to suit, upon Improved city

real estate, or other satisfactory security. Apply to the undersigned. No.
601, corner Sixth street and Hunlng
avenue.
JUAN GARCIA.

TELEGRAPHIC MARKETS

American Sugar
Amalgamated Copper
American Smelters
American Cur foundry
Atchison, common
Baltimore and Ohio
Anaconda
Brooklyn Rapid Transit
Canadian Pacific
Colorado Fuel
Chicago Great Western
Erie, common
Louisville and Nashville
Missouri
Mexican

Pacific

Wines, Liquors and Cigars
W
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with the foot'
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The flexible sole Red Cross
able from

Central
National Lead
New York Central
Pennsylvania
Reading common
Rock island com
Southern Pacific
St. Paul
Southern Railway
I'nlon Pacific

The burning and

l

S. S. com

lT. S. S.
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HEAT with the
Whole of it
COOK with
Half of it

Simple,

Cheap.
Economical.
The Albuquerque

N: Si,

KiJ Cna
Pttm Coll Bliuttr,
S4.00

Gas, Electric Light

'

5xfords,
$3.50 and $3.00
Sigh Shoes,
$4.00 and $3.50
Let us fit you.

and Power Co.

'

Corner Fourth and
Gold Avenue

Phono Red 98
(Eighty-fiv- e

Years the Standard of Piano Construction)
Cosctdtd today to
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best in the world

Chickering & Sons Pianos
...SOLO ONLY BY THE...

MUSIC
WHITSON
(Established

4 4

1882.)
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132
139
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THEY ALWAYS

GO TOGETHER

a happy purse and a good, nourishing
loaf of Railing's delicious bread. Our

doesn't make your purse suffer.
Hi bread
It is more economical than baking at

17S
49
1US

Greene Con
Calumet and Arizona
Santa Fe copper
North Butte
Butte Coal
Shannon

OVALS
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J
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Humphrey

aching

sented by the Red Cross. It
snables a woman to be on hei
ieet for hours at a time with
:omfort.
A stylish
hoe thaVs
absolutely
comfortable

w

31 Ti
78 Vs
7 U
118
37
1
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Have been appointed exclusive agents In the Southweat for Jos. .
8chlitz, Wm. Lemp and St Louis A. B. C. Breweries; Yellowstone,
Green River, W. H. McBrayers Cedar Brook, Loula Hunter, T.J. Mon.
arch, and other standard brands of whiskies too numerous to mention.
WE ARE NOT COMPOUNDERS.
Bat sell the straight article as received by ug from tne best Wineries.
DlBtillerles and Breweries In the United Stat a. Call and Inspect ottr
Stock and Prices, or write for Illustrated Catalogue and Price List,
issued to dealers only.

caused by stiff soles and the
;vils of thin soles are pre-
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v0rytblaa la stock to outfit
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Shoe is comfort
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Chu. Mellnl, BocreUrr

O. Bachachi, Treasurer.

Successors to

19.97
134

J. D. EaklD, President
Q. Glomi, Vice President

MEL1NI & EAKIN, and BACHECHI

see
The following quotations were rewilliam chaplin
ceived by F. Graf & Co., brokers,
121 Weat Railroad Ave.
over their own private wires from Albuquerque
New Mexico
New York, room 3 7. Harnett Building:
May cotton

HARDWARE CO.
Consolidated Liquor Company

needed

CLAIM RIGHT

TO GROW TOH.UTO.
H.
London, Jan.
William Redmond, M. P., today presented to the
prime minister a huge petition demanding the repeal of the law prohibiting tobacco growing in Ireland.
It Is signed by every member ot
parliament in Ireland of every shade
of politics Miid never before has there
been such unanimity
among the
Irish members.
The petition summarizes th situation as far as tobacco growing is concerned.
It
claims that the Irish are merely asking for a privilege which was theirs
until deprived by a statute as late
as the reign of George III, when the
growing of tobacco In the country
was u prosperous and progressive Industry. Success had been achieved
and further development assured
when a demand rose in England for
Its suppression and then the industry wafi suppressed
without the
slightest consideration of the injury
inflicted on Ireland. The petition
winds up with a repeal of the unjust
prohibition and points out that the
people of Ireland are of one mind
on the subject.
The prime minister
promised to give the matter his attention and it is probable that the
matter will be mentioned in the
house of commons In a few davs.
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home, and you get palatable
and
wholesome eating without cooking at
less cost than when you bake yourself.
Try some of our Roller Cream. It Is
a meal for the Gods.

PIONEER BAKERY,

outm

nnT

rearer.

CO.

Come in and examine our new Holiday Stock. Everything in mualo
from a talking machine to a Grand Piano Sold on our new easy pay-

ment plan,
118 South Second

street

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

F-- PALMER
J.
Hay, Grain, Groceries and Fresh Meats,

PRUSSIAN POULTRY AND STOCK FOODS, FRUITS AND VEGETABLES. ORDERS TAKEN AND DELIVERED.
501 North First Street
Both Phones.

The St. Elmo
JOSEPH

BARNETT,

Prop'r.

12 0 West Railroad Avenue

Finest Whiskies

i

Wines, Brandies. Etc.

SAM PLC AND
CLUB ROOMS

9
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TUHNDAY, JANUARY B,

CITY

COUNCIL

WRESTLES WITH

DOGS
Bill Provokes
Ambulance
Argument-Wanted:
Warm
A New Dog Catcher.
Matters of dogs, the

playing

EVENING CITIZEN,

2LLBUQUERQUE
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of

to do so by the assistant chief of po
lice, whom he told "Q'wan 'bout yoh
blxne; Ah's as much an offtcah as
you Is," he was put In the city jail.
The chief of police thinks the lesson
had too wholesome an effect upon
Oenernl" Ward, who Is admittedly
afraid that he will get jugged again
If he pinches a stray canine.
Hut the dog question has a serious
aspect and the council expects to
by attaching
meet the emergency
more emoluments to the office and
making It worth a good dog police
man's while to hire himself to the
city.
Numberless complaints are heard
from all parts of the city regarding
the dog nuisance and the city attor
ney has been ordered to draft an or
dinance allowing the dog catcher 20
per cent of the tag licenses. The
chief of police believes this arrange-- .
ment will attract a. competent man
for the position.

COBSIOK
ADVERTISE FOR

BIDS

County Surveyor Pitt Ross has
made some Important' recommendations to the board of county commissioners with reference to the county
bridges and the river and dikes, lay
ing stress upon the condition of the
bridge over the Rio Grande and the
smaller bridges over the Chamisal
ditch and acequla on the Sandoval
mad.
Mr. Ross' report, which was given
to the board yesterday, recommends
repairs to the Rio Grande bridge,
nd the rebuilding of the Chamisal
bridge, which will cost the county
approximately $700, according to Mr.
Ross figures.
"One bent on the south npproach
to the river bridge needs new piles
and three others need braces; other
wise the bridge Is in fair condition,"
the report recites.
"Mr. Ross considers the Chamisal
desagua proposition the most serious
matter of all. The report says the
bridge over It Is In a dangerous con
dition and that warning signs have
been placed on It, forcing people to
drive over the Alameda dike to the
destruction of that piece of work. The
head gates of the ditch are now destroyed and the report says more
than half of the water now flows In
the desagua. Mr. Ross advises that
the channel be dammed at the former head gates so that the channel
will be turned Into its natural course.
Recommendations are made for the
reconstruction of the desagua bridge
and raising it 18 Inches also putting
In three new bents extending
the
bridge forty feet to the north and
putting In an earth fill at this end.
The county commissioners yesterday decided to advertise for bids for
I he reconstruction
of the Chamisal
bridge on the Sandoval road Rnd
these will be considered at the next
regular meeting, and the county surveyor was ordered to take up the
matter of repairing the headgates to
the ditch which according to his re
port, now endangers
the Alameda
dike.
After considering all the bids sub
mitted, the commissioners purchased
a team of heavy mules from R. F.
Welsh, which with a heavy road
wagon cost $600.

proposition of Mr. Girard, who of- cases of Infectious diseases, four of
fered to donate the ground for the which were diphtheria, three typhoid
street provided that the city will have fever, three smallpox, one chicken
the swer .and water extended the pox and one measles. Fourteen died
necessary three blocks, to the city of consumption, nine of pneumonia,
engineer and the street committee. three of heart disease, one from periwho will report favorably upon It.
tonitis, one from Intestinal paresis,
Alderman
Wllkerson urged the one from placenta praevia, one from
council to tear up a dangerous side empyaemiai. one from railroad in
walk on the west side of Fourth jury, one from gunshot wound, one
street between Silver and Lend ave suicide, one old age, one cancer, one
nues while an, amendment providing Uright's disease, two still births, one
for a cement walk to fill a 25 foot accidental burn, and one unknown.
gap on the south side of Iron avenue Total births, eleven, nine boys and
between Third and Fourth streets, to two girls: ten white and one black;
the ordinances providing for cement seven of American descent, two nasidewalks on the west side of north tives and two Canadians.
The city
High street from Railroad avenue to physician reported receipts of $100
Grand avenue was passed. The ordi- disbursements
$36.80,
net revenue
nance comes up for its third reading $63.20.
at the next meeting of the nldermanic
The report of building, plumbing
body.
inspector, Whltcomb,
electrical
and
Ruildlng Inspector Whltcomb call showed nine building permits issued
ed attention of the council to three in December, reported valuation, $11,infractions of the building ordinances 450: plumbing certificates
issued
relating to the construction of certain Iwentv-threelectrical certificates,
kinds of buildings wltnin certain seventeen;
street and alley open
specified limits. He complained that ings, eight. Notices were served on
the ordinance cave him no power to i owners or agents of six houses to
nfrwa fham null llttoll nulclri? ntlvipp onnect their property with the sow
of the council as to what couse he ers abutting on the same.
should take In the matter he was adThe report of the city chemist for
vised to enter complaint before the lie month showed nine milk analyses
police magistrate.
nade. each resulting in an (. K. rive
At the suggestion of the mayor the lairles were visited by Mr. Welnzlrl
legislation
committee, of ogether with Mr. Salazar.
special
which Alderman Wllkerson is chairMarshal McMlllin's report
Cltv
man, will get together and outline
ninety-tw- o
nrrests; 2T.7 meals
their campaign for territorial legisla- showed
served, and $595 In fines collected.
tion for the city of Albuquerque,
The report of City Treasurer Rog
which they hope to get passed during ers showed warrants paid during the
legislature.
next
of
session
the
the
1
$3,673; balance. January
"There are n number of important month.including tax moneys due city
things to take up," said the mayor, not
county treasurer. J9.SM.67,
"and as the next session of the legis- from
we
warm
to
promises
a
one
be
lature
must get In on the ground floor and GOVERNOR HERMAN
be there early If we expect to get
anything."
Among the matters the
BOUND FOR CRUCES
. committee will take up is that of legislation wh.jh will entitle the city to
all merchants' licen.ies and the buildAi.iir
ing of sewers.
noii:s
orK.KQl'K FRIDAY FOR KI'IS-CO!.- l,
CHl'RCH COXCF.RT.
Aiient the Ifcigs and "Tilings."
Alderman Wllkerson brought " beGovernor If. J. Hagerman was In
fore the council the fact that the
city's juvenile citizens are in the the city between' trains last night for
habit of playing games in the streets several hours while en route to Las
such as "shinny," base ball and other Cruces. where he is called for two
past times. In which missiles are used, reasons.
One to attend the good
endangering life and the pursuit of roads convention, which takes place
happiness, if not the other fundament Las Cruces today, and the other
to preside over the laying or the
tal right.
A case was cited where a lady qn corner stone of the new Y. M. C. A.
Itoma uvenue was struck by an al- building, which is to be built nt the
leged snow ball, which contained a A. & M. college at Mesilla Park and
rock, and other Instances were men- will take place tomorrow. The govtioned of where Hying "shinny" pucks ernor was accompanied by his counmade it dangerous to drive a horse sellor, Attorney General W. C. Reld.
on "some of the Albuquerque thor- They expect to return to Santa Fe
The governor
oughfares The city attorney was di- Thursday morning.
rected to prepare an ordinance pro- will come to Albuquerque on Friday
hibiting any kind of a past time on is will several other capitol building
the streets In which a missile of any attaches, to attend the concert given
Friday evening nt the Klks' opera
character Is used.
When the Strong bill of $113.50 for house bv the ladies of St. John's Epis
conveying small pox patients to the copal church, at which Miss Claude
pest house was brought up a warm Albright will sing.
time was on. overcoats went begging.
There appeared to be a radical dif- KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS
ference between Frank Strong, who
had presented the bill nnd who also
INSTALL NEW OFFICERS
addressed the council in support of
It, and Dr. D. H. Cams, the city physician. Mr. Strong's bill was for the
The local order of Knights of
use of an ambulance, pay of an imoffi
mune driver, cost of disinfectants and Pythias installed newly elected
last night, as follows:
other incidentals. Upon request of cers
O.
C,
Chancellor Commander
Alderman Hanley Mr. strong itemized Young.
the bill to the extent of $75, which,
A. G.
Vice Chancellor Commander
he stated, he would accept in full for
the' $113.50. At a special meeting of Cook.
Keeper of Records and Seals U. K.
the board of health last Monday the
bill was considered. It had been re Adams.
Prelate W. K. Preston.
ferred to the board of health by the
Master of Work J. II. Crum.
council and the board of health re
Master of Exchequer D. H. Hout-rlgh- t.
turned the compliment by referring
the matter back to the council. Sev
Master of Finance S. K. New
eral of the aldermen were clearly of comer.
the impression that the bill came
Inner Guard Ed. Lavelle.
within the city's contract with Mr
Outer Guard O. A. Burtner.
Strong whereby he agrees to transport all destitute city cases free of
Oi.OMHO
nri v
charge.
KI.KCTS XKW OFFICIALS
the council Mr
In addressing
The C. Colombo society met on
Strong averred that of the ten cases Sunday and elected officers for the
he conveyed to the pest house he ensuing year as follows:
could prove at least seven of them
President O. liaeheehi.
were not destitute, and that he had
Chas. Grande.
Vice President
city
ut
of
hauled them
the order
the
Treasurer E. Gradl.
physician.
Secretary E. Francneni.
Dr. Cams stated that all of the
Inspectors Pete Dinelll, Pete
cases Welti destitute and denied that tncl L. Azario.
de
he had ordered them hauled,
P. Lomorl.
Vice secretary
daring he udvised Mr. Strong to use
newly elected officers will
The
own
discretion in the matter in Julv Installed next Sunday.
his
view of the scope of his contract with
the city. Right here came the rub.
x''ial .Mealing.
The matter was Dually tabled over
of the Retail
A special meeting
pay
Mr. Hanley's motion to
the $75 Merchants' Association is called to be
for bids and held in the offices of the association
and then
make a new contract for a city un rooms, Nos. 11 and 23, Whiting block,
dertaker.
Wednesday evening, January 9th,
Chief of Police McMillin wants ; 1H07. at 7:30 o'clock. A full attendnew dog catcher, so does everybody. ance Is desired, as the annual election
Do you want the job? The present of officers will be held and any other
incumbent of the enviable position. business that may be brought up will
Ward, declares he will resign if the be attended to.
Other Important
honorable mayor and city council de business will be brought before the
sire his resignation
meeting.
Gen. Ward's record as a municipal
Mr. G. W. Klock will address the
officer wus given an airing In the meeting on the subuject, "The Ship
council chamber last night and it de- pers' Rights I'nder the Railway Rate
volved from the statements of the Iiw.j"
chief of police and several of the
l!y oid. r of the president.
aldermen that the 'general's" color
W. D. CLAYTON.
is against him. in fact, the "gener
Secretai .
al" admits it himself. According to
.
liis own statement. Ills notices to tag
TOO i.ati: TO classii-ythe anmals are met with contempt F ill RENT New
cottage,
because of his sinking brunette apscreened porches, barn, city water,
pearance, and oilier ear marks of the
ideal place for healthseekers, 117
Kthlopi.ui.
Mulberry street; rent $14. John M.
Ward, it stems is always there
Moore Realty Co.
when a cow or horse is to be im
After a heavy meal, take a couple
pounded but he appears to draw the
line on dogs, having impounded t of Doan's Regulets, and give your
tagged animal on one occasion whei stomach, liver and bowels the help
he was intoxicated and upon refusing liiey will need. Regulets bring easy,
lo release the animal when ordered regular passages of the bowels.
-
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There are three less saloons In Va
lencia county.
Sheriff Carlos Ilacs
returned this morning from Ketner,
where he Informed the keepers of
three resorts that their licenses would
not be renewed for the year just begun. One of the closed saloons was
owned by a man by the name of
Mayo, who recently bought out Rob
ert Byers, and two were the property
of the firm of Crow & McCoy. Con
siderable trouble has resulted at Ket
ner the past rear rrorr, ffrlnk. and this
Is given as the reason for closing the
saloons.
The saloonkeepers. If they
so desire, can appear before the com
missioners of Valencia county at Los
Lunas, on January 19. and show cause
why their licenses should not tie can
celled.
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At the Close of Business, January 1st, 1907
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6wd Miuic and no charge for instruction.

to Eat,

-

by statutes:
Orgnnlw 1 May I, 1890.
Authorized Capital f 2.5O41.MMI.0O.

go to the

ASSKTS.

CHAMPION

1

mortgage
and
stock loans
$215,507.11
Furniture and fixtures.
611.45
Cash on hand
911.13
Real estate
2,768.18

First

Grocery and
Meat Market
W.

622-62- 4

transacted

the city teachers who attended the
educational convention held at Las
Vegas. The allowance was made for
the purpose of partly defraying the
expenses of the teachers while at
tending the convention and to en
courage a larger attendance at these
conventions.
The resignation of Superintendent
Clurk was formally accepted, and f
Sterl
contract with Superintendent
ing, Mr. Clark's successor, was for
mally signed. Superintendent Sterl
ing Is to receive $2,000 a year, and
will take up the duties of his office

Tljiras

Stock of Live and
Dressed Poultry

Big;

:i

....

jb?'

WmMSiw

We catry the

ik.

-

14th.

Superintendent Clark made a voluminous report, which shows the
schools to be in excellent condition.
It also shows the attendance to be
larger than ever before.
C. O. Young, of the local Santa Fe
shops, was selected to succeed Trustee otto L. Rice, resigned.
Present at the meeting were: PresWashburn,
ident Hopkins; Trustees
Marron. Craig, Strong and Connelly,
and Clerk Chas." White.

INSTITUTE WILL

1907.

(Notarial Seal)
F.DW. J. McWEXIR, Notary Public,
Correct Attest:
II. C. COOHS, President.
.IAMES K. DUNCAN, Vice I'rosl.l.Mit.
W. G. IIAYDON, Recorder and Auditor.

N.1E. STEVENS, General Agent,
Room

OK

The Bank of Commerce

1,005, 430. liS
5,036.96
13,421.97
117.469.2i;
367,605.33

DAY AND NTGIIT SCHOOL

of the Albuquerque Business College
Library Building, Albuquerque, New Moxlco
W. E. MILIKEN, Rretldent.

$l,rOS,3.7!)

IIAUILTTIES
Capital I'aid lp. . .
Surplus Hnd Fronts
Deposits

.

.

$

HANDSOME

150.000.00
59,044.21
1, 299.919.6S

Souvenir Crockery
or

$1,508,963.79

VIE wm

Alvarado, Cathedral, Commercial Club
HousehoId.'Goods of Every Description

of New Mexico,
ss:

I, W, S. Htrlckler, Vice I'resident and Cashier of the
above named bank, do solemnly swear that the above
statement Is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
W. S. STRICKLER.
V. P. & Caslu

January.

Borrodaile
117 W.

&

Co.

Gold Ave.

I

A. D. 1907.

R. M. MERRITT,

Notary Public.

,

AND ASP ARAGl'H C I L-- 'I
I RK TO UK FROMOTF.D. AND

IKI.IKY

GROWING OF St'tJ All IIKKI'S
IS ADVOCATED.
Another meeting was held yesterday
afternoon at the Commercial club for
the purpose of bringing about organization of a farmers' institute or agricultural society, which shall have for
Its object the encouragement of land
cultivators and crow growers In the
Rio Grande valley. Two committees
previously appointed, one by the Commercial club and the other by the recent meeting of farmers united in the
meeting of yesterday, and under tho
chairmanship of W. H. Gillenwater, of
the Montezuma Trust Co., proceeded
to the discussion of ways and means
for the creation of the institute and
the Inauguration of uu active campaign in agricultural development.
The Interest In tho all important
being
subject under consideration
great on the part of all, tho details of
organization were soon arranged and
present
exception
those
without
agreed to use their Individual efforts
to seeur; a sullkient membership
among the farmers, upon the accomplishment of which another meeting
will be tailed and the organization
completed.
An Interesting discussion followed
tho disposition of the details of organization, and among other suggestions offered was one which met with
general approval to the effect that a
campaign ho begun for the encouragement of celery and asparagus culture In this valley, it was developed
both that the supply of these articles
was much below the market demand
Ujid thai the product of this foil in

All those purchasing a scholarship In any of our day courses between now and January 1, 1907,will receive a Id per cent discount
from the regular price. Eater at once. We can secure you a position
when ready for It.
COURSES IN SHORTHAND, BOOKKEEPING, TYPEWRITING ENGLISH AND 8PANISH.

UESOURCKS
$

N. M.

PER CENT DISCOUNT

At the close of business January 7, 1907

Loans and Discounts
Furniture and Fixtures
Ileal Estate
Cash
Due from other Ranks

3Firt National Bank B'Idg, Albuquerque,

INVESTIGATE!
10

ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.

Subscribed and sworn to before me this 8th day of

SOON BE FORMED

$219,797.87

Savings, Loan and
do swear that the
above statement Is correct to the best of my knowledge and belief.
C. K. PKRItY, Secretary.
Subscribed and sworn to before me, this 2nd day of January,

best

REPORT OFjTHE CONDITION

Territory
County of Bernalillo

......

t219.797.87

Oriers taken in all
parts of the city.
Prompt Delivery.

.

I.! A III Ll IT FS.
$
6,694.6
Class "A" stork
13,900.00
Class "R" stock
2,3(9.23
Class "C" stock
(Mass "D" stock
3,319.42
1,839.25
Class "E" stock
166,644.23
Class "F" stock
17,256.49
Rills payable
7,714.67
Undivided profits

I, C. E. Perry, Secretary of the Southwestern
RuildiiiK Association of Lus Vegas. New Mexico,

Lucct Olive Oil.

15th.

Arrangements were completed for
the use of Guild Hall for the second
of second and
semester overflow
third grade pupils. Miss Allen has
been employed to teach this room.
No children under 7 years of age
will be accepted in the schools after

VEOAS,

To the Probate Clerk, as required

Moid On!

.

TF.ACII
VF.GAK
$10 KAC1I.

most important business

sh

Southwestern Savings, Loan and
Building Association

and 7.30 to

30

.

.... Staab Building

Railroad Avenue

308-31- 0

If You Want Something Good

T,S

by the city school board last night
was the allowing of $10 to each of

FARMERS'

.

Prices Range From $5.00 Up

HOLD On!

L. RICE

In the eyes of the city teachers, the

January

:.n.i,,.;.'f-,--

HEAT $6.00
GAS COKE.

G1VI.S

Kits AYTENDIXU

January

LESS DIRT, MORE
PER TON, GENUINE
W. H. HAHN & CO.

s.

Opera House Roller Rink

CLOSED AT KETNER

Itching, torturing skin eruptions,
disfigure, annoy, drive one wild.
Doan's Ointment brings quick relief
and lasting cures. Fifty cents at any
drug store.

Are of neat design and handsomely finished. Suitable In
every way to be used in rooms
with the most refined furnisn-InngFar superior to tbs
usual fceavy, ungainly, noisy
folding tables hat were heretofore the only kind made.

SUCCEEDS

TRUSTEE
SCHOOL

Round or Bquaro

'

Chamisal Bridge to Be Re
built and Head Gate
Repaired.

the streets In which missies
City OflUlnls llcMrt.
are employed nnd a warm argument
The report of City Clerk Harry F.
over a bill against hauling small pox Lee showed licenses collected for the
patients to the pest house presented month of December amounting to
by Frank II. Strong served to enliven $'.93. To.
a rather dry and otherwise uninterThe report of City Physician Cams
esting session of the city council last for the month of December showed
night.
thirty-nin- e
deaths from all causes,
North Fifth street will probably be twenty-thre- e
of these being Ameriopened up to the Mountain road, at cans, fourteen Mexicans, one Swede,
least the council voted to refer the and one Italian. There were twelve

to

those vegetables 1as superior to that
produced In any other portion of the BENEFIT LODGE
country.
M. O. Chadbourne, chairman of Un
INSTALLS OFFICERS
commercial
club committee, laid
treat stress upon upon the production
f sugar beets and predicted for that
Remilt Lodge No. 2. A. O. V. W
Industry a great future In this district. installed their officers last night. The
Th beneficent effect of the pro- - officers are as follows:
posed organisation upon the agricul- Past Master Workman W, S. Gar-turdevelopment of this region can- - vln.
not be doubted and It Is to be hoped
Muster Worktnnn Jos. T. Horton.
that the efforts of those gentlemen Foreman E. F. Weed,
having the matter In hand will bej Overseer A. R. Wernlng.
seconded by all those Interested In the! Otilde A. E. Wlckham.
growth and welfare of the territory,
Inside Watchman L. Antone.
particularly In our own vicinity.
Financier Jas J. Votaw.
Receiver J. II. Sufflebarger.
Recorder T. F. Kings.
ARE
SALOONS

HVK.

al

Karnes on

e:

r.;K

Convenience - Comfort - Security

DIRECTORS.
SOLOMON

I.I'NA.
W.

C. RALDR1IMJK.

J.

J. JOHNSON.

The

telephone

makes

the

the cares leea,
and the worries fewer.

duties lighter,

YOU

Have Your Hand

Read by

Most

Renowned

Palmist and Clairvoyant

Mme. Le Normand
Has Arrived. Will Remain a Short Time Only
Tells the past present and future. Reunites separated, tells how
to gain the love of the one you desire, though miles away; how to succeed in business, speculations, marriage, law suits; locates mineral.
FEE M1 'DERATE.
ROOM 51 GRAND t F.NTK AL IIOTF.I..

J.

C.

BALDRIDGE

DEALER IN NATIVE A NO CHICAGO LUMBER
WILLIAMS PAINT Covers more, oou lest, w&ari the
longest, most economical; full measure.
BULLDiNu PAPER Always In stock. Plaster, Lime, Cement, Ptiat,
Glass, Sash, Doors, Etc.
FIRST 6TBEET AND COAL AVE. ALBUQUERQUE, NEW MEX.

SHERjU-A-

NEED A TELEPHONE

The telephone

preserves yew
health, prolongs your life anel
protects your home.
IN

YOUR

HOME

THE COLORADO TELEPHONE CO.

Doctor McCormick

Temporary offices, 522 West Ituilroad avenue. Nervous diseases of
women a specialty. Treatment for the permanent cure ot all drug
habits undertaken. The liquor disease absolutely cured or not pay; you
to judge and pay after cured. My treatment may be sent to your home
on a most liberal guarantee, a stamp brings particulars. All business
strictly confidential. Hours 1 to 3 o'clock. W. V. McCORMICK, M. D.
Sixth street and ltailroad avenue, Albuquerque, New Mexico.

The Matthew Dairy Co.
Start (lie New Year Willi a Greeting to ill.
Messrs. Jones and McFall. experienced men Just from the Hell Vernon
Farms Co. Dairy, of I.os Angeles, will have the business In charge. This
means you will get the best dairy products on the market.
Ouo trial
Yours for 1907,
uuil you are our customer.
THE MATTHKW DAIItY CO.
THOMPSON, JONES mid McFAI-L- ,, Proprietors.

ALBOQ (JERQUE

PACE SIX.

EVENING CITIZEN.

Tl'KMMY. JANUARY d,

HHI7.

GOVERNMENT IS NOT NECESSARY FOR MASSES
you as soldiers and send you to difthe. earth to fight people with whom you have nothing to
THK IUSSIAN
ltl:VOI,lTKIN, do,
and who have nothing to do with
TIIK COTXT AHOIIX IN HIS you, all this Is only done to mainAIWRKSM
TO TIIK Pl'.OPLK tain Russia. I. e., to maintain a
THAT PI HLIC AFFAIRS VIM forcible combination of Poland, the
Finland,
Asia.
Central
MOVK AU ItlOHT WITIunT A Caucasus.
Manchuria, and other lands and peoKVTRAL (JOVKIINMKNT.
ples, under one rule.
Hut besides the fact that all your
ills come from
this union called
'

i onci.i dino

articlk

ins

on ferent ends of

ItiltilttlKltHI
notk

'4

i

iiip following

Im tin
Count Tolstoi's
article mi Hip Russian rcvohi- - 4
lion Ktlltor.

conclusion

Russia, this union Involves a great

of

tUUUU lltli) III

(lly Count Iah Tolstoi.)
TO THK PF.OPLE CONCLUDED.
"Hut tf we. Russian folk, begin at
once to live like thut. not obeying
the government there will be no
Russia," say those to whom It seems
that the existence of Russia, thut Is
to nay the union of many different
nations muter one government. Is
something Important, great and useful.
of
In reality. this combination
many different nations, called Rus-slIs not only not Important
for
you, Russian working men, but Just
this combination is a chief cause of
your miseries.
If they oppress you with taxes and
duties, as they oppressed your foreaccumulating
vast debts
fathers,
which you have to pay; If they take

Letts. Georgians, Tartars, Armenians
and others have to be held In subjection.
And to hold them In subjection.
It Is necessary to forbid them to live
as they wish to, and If they disobey
this order, they have to be punished
and killed. Why should you take
part In these evil deeds when you
yourselves suffer from them?
"Hut how. without a government,
and when all live In separate communes, are all large public affairs
to be arranged? How will the ways
telerailways,
of communication.
graphs, steamers, the post, the highthe
er educational establishments.
libraries, and trade be managed without a government?
People are so accustomed to see
the government control all public af

a.

STORY OF MAS- IE BY YA-

-

QUI INDIANS
Engineer Fleming's Graphic
Description of Murder of
Eight People.

'

zona company's magazine, containing
s.Tua pounds of dynamite, will be
less than $80,000, while the damage
to the company's property Is estlinnt- ed. outside of the value of the exple-- :
sives destroyed, at about $10,000.
Where the magazine stood Is now a
hole in the ground 60 feet deep. Of
the Injured all nre reported as Improving. Foreman Joe Collie, whose
skull was fractured, it la said, will recover. That many lives were not lost
Is marvelous, as there were over 100
men at work within a radius of 100
feet.
ARIZONA

GETS

A

$25

CHECK

ifiTiTr.

ix ;itoi'M

arks
OK MAUAZINK

m

THK SI'I'K
The damage done to Lawell, Arl-- z
by the explosion of Dnti-Atl- in

called Saturday when a check for $25
was received from a man who has
regained his health and who saw the
good work the leugue Is accomplishing, says the Tucson Citizen.
The check was received from F. R.
Woodbrldge who, with his wife, spent
lust winter In Tucson.
The check
was sent to Judge Charles Ulenman,
to be given to the health league, Mr.
and Mrs. Woodbrldge are warm
friends of Judge and Mrs. Hlenman.
In his letter Mr. Woodbrldge says:
"Will you kindly turn over to the
proper people the enclosed check.
My wife and myself feel that we owe
your country a lot much more than
we cun send you at this time but we
wish to contribute something toward
helping some of those who are trying
to get the health which Tucson gave
me."
Mr. and Mrs. Woodbrldge are ut
present residing at Salt Lake City.
The health league is now in Its
second year's work and It has accom
plished much good thus fur this win- ter. as well as last whiter.

TRAIN

ROBBERS
WILL NOT APPEAL

HLACK ItROTIIKRS AMI MCRPIIY
HIOSIRi;
ItKGI N
ING
SKNTKNCKH AS SOON AS
POSSIfSLK.

't
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It was stated at the penitentiary
yesterday afternoon that John Hlack,
James Hlack and John Murphy had
decided to accept the sentence of
seven years each In prison for holding up a Rock Island train near Lo,
gan, this territory, and not to take
an appeal from the decision of the
Fourth Judicial district court at Las
Vegas, where they were tried. It Is
understood the men have not sufficient funds to continue the fight for
liberty and that they desire to begin
serving their sentences us soon as
possible In order to get them over
with. It is probable that the men,
who are United States prisoners, will
be removed to the federal prison at
during the coming
Leavenworth
spring, unless they change their
minds and again take their case into
the courts.
COMING

fc
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POLY AN

fairs that It seems to them that the
work Itself Is done by government.
and that without government it Is
Impossible to organize high schools.
postofflces,
ways of communication,
relations.
libraries or commercial
Hut this Is not true. The largest
public affairs, not only national, but
International, are arranged by pii- vate Individuals without governmental assistance. In this way all kinds
of International postal, learned, com- -

TOLSTOIS HOME,
merclal and industrial alliances are
arranged.
Governments not only do
not aid these voluntarily organized
unions, but when they take part In
them they always hinder them.
"Hut If you do not obey the government, and do not pay taxes or
supply soldiers, foreign nations will
come and conquer you," and those
who wish to rule over you. Do not
believe It. Only live acknowledging
the land to be common property;

A.

EVENTS

January 11 Miss Claude Albright
in grand opera sketches at Elks' opera house, under auspices of St.
John's Kplscopal church.
January 18. Murry and
comic opera.

Muck,

In

January

28 Paul Gllmore, la Yale.
February 1 Xing Richard,
the
Third, by John Grttltb.
February 4 Hoyt's Comedy Company.
February 5 Sis Hopkins.
February 6 Messenger Boy.
Feuruary 9 Crouton Clarke.
February 11 Julius
by
Caesar
Charles HauXord.
March 14 The County Chairman.
This Is the banaer performance of
the season.

NO ALIEN BLOOD FLOWS IN THE

rT1tfTniirns

The shell Is necessary for the egg
until the bird is hatched. Hut when
the bird Is ready, the shell Is but a
Ho It is
hindrance.
with governments; most Christian nations feel
this, and particularly Russian agricultural people now feel this acutely.

Is
neccessary, we
"Government
cannot live without a government,"
men say, and they are specially convinced of this now, when there are
disturbances among the people. But
who are these men, so concerned for
the preservation of the government?
They are the very men who live on
the labor of the people, and, conscious of this sin, fear Its exposure,
and hope that the government (being bound to them by unity of Interest) will protect their wrongdoing
by force.
For these men the government Is very necessary, but not
for you the peasantry.
For you
the government has always been
simply a burden; and now, having
by its evil rule provoked riots nnd
brought it to pass that there are two

represented at the morning session by
delegates as follows:
San Miguel county Margarlto Roo
mero of Las Vegas; Mora county,
P. Sanchez, of Watrous;
Hernandez, of Wagon Mound.
Taos county, Jose Ignacin Oarcia, of
Castillo: Eplmenio D. Leon, of Otero;
Rio Arriba county, Hon. L. Rradford j
Prince of Espanola: Manuel S. Sain-za- r,
of Rio Chama; Santa Fe county,
David M. White of Santa Fe.
Messages were received from J. W.
Akers of Sunta Fe county, nnd Colonel Oeorge W. Prlchard, of Lincoln
county, stating that they would be in
attendance later in the day.
Manuel Sahino Salazar of Rio Ar- Together With Col. Trichard
riba county, made an address In favor
of using every means to obtain self
Corona Queen Mining
government through statehood and
for the formulation of a model conCo. Organized.
stitution as the first step In the work.
As other delegates were expected
to reach Santa Fe during the day. the
Articles of incorporation ot the Cosession adjourned until 2 o'clock in rona Queen Mining company, will be
the afternoon.
filed In the near future at
office
of Territorial Secretary J. W. Ray- nolds.
The total authorized capitalOFFICIAL MATTERS
ization will he $2,000,000, aad the
principal place of business of the
company will be In Santa Fe.
The organization of the corporation
Mail Service
The star mail service from Albu was practically completed at a meet- querque to Carpenter will be dlscon - ing of the stockholders Saturday in
tinned January 31.
the office of Colonel Oeorge W. Prlch- Mull Routt Established.
lard. At this meeting a board of sev- Rural Mail Route No. 1 has been en directors were elected consisting
established out of Ellda. Roosevelt of the incorporators who are Henry
county, New Mexico.
Eade Churchman and Oscar William
Selligman of London, II. Harry MeyPostmaster Appointed.
Hermengildo Trujlllo has been .ap- ers of New York, and Miguel A.
pointed postmaster at Blummer, New Otero and Oeorge W. Pritchard of
Mexico.
Santa Fe. The following officers were
Cipiinno Rnca Resigns.
elected for the ensuing year from
Captain Fred Fornoff of the terri- April 2, 1907; Miguel A. Oter, presirepolice.
Monday
torial mounted
dent; H. Harry Meyers, vice presiof dent and general manager; and Oscar
ceived by mail the resignation
Ciprlano
Haca,
whose W. Sellgman, treasurer. Tke elecLieutenant
headquarters have been at Socorro tion of a secretary will be made later.
accepted.
was
The reaand the same
Otero Is designated as
son for the latter resigning has not the agent upon whom process can be
A
successor
has served as required by law, aud Colo- been made public.
not yet been appointed.
nel Prlchard is named us the solicitor
of the company.
Bware of Ointment, for Catarrh That
Th(, rorona
Queoll Mining
Mercury.
puny takes over the Corona Queen
as mercury will surely destroy the sense
of smell and completely derange the rouP ot copper mines consisting of
wnoie system wnen entering u inrougn eignieen claims locaieu in me nan
the mucous surfaces, sucn articles zano mountains in Lincoln county.
snouiu never oe usea except on
from reputable Dhvsicians. as The actual amount with which the
the duninge they will do is ten fold to; company will commence business Is
you can possibly derive from $2,000. The Hist stock will be Issued
goKl
the
them. Hall s Catarrh Cure, manufactured to
nor Otero, from whom the
by b J. Chenney & Co., contains no
mercury, and is taken internally, acting deeds of conveyance pass to the corn- directly upon the blood and mucous sur- puny, and at a later day the presifaces of the system. In buying Hall's
Catarrh Cure be sure you get the gen- dent and secretary will issue shares
uine. It is taken internally and made to the other stockholders in proporin Toledo. Ohio by F. J. Cheney & Co. tion to their holdings.
Testimonials free.
"The vice president and genera!
Sold by druggists. Price, 75c. per uot-tl- e
manager of the company have gone
Family
Pills
constipaTake Hall's
for
to the mines with a view of laying out
tion.
ithe work to be performed on the
j property,"
V. M. C. A. OF LAS
Colonel Pritchard stated.
VEOAS ELECT Ol ICERS "The work of development will com- The directors chosen at the elec- - mence as soon as practicable.
The
tion held at the Ias Vegas Y. M. C. articles of incorporation will be filed
A. Saturday were as follows:
time."
and published in due course
One year term: Arthur Harris. It.
The cash consideration and amount
Davidson, J. H. York and U. Van Oot. of stock for the mining property has
Two year term: D. L. Hatchelor, not been made public, but It to underH. O. Hrown, W. H. Springer, T. C. stood to be In the five figures.
Llpsett.
Three year term: J. H. Stearns. E.
NOTICE I'OK PUBLICATION'.
I. Hrowne. F. B. January, R. R. Lar- kln.
Land OfOnly active members of the organ Department of the Interior,
fice ut Santa Fe. New Mexico.
ization were entitled lo vote, uctlve
December it. 1WI.
members being those who are memNotice is hereby given that Pablo
bers of some evangelical church. Thirty-th- (lullegos
of Helen. N. M., has filed
ree
votes were cast or over fifty
of his intention to make final
per cent of the active membership. noticeyear
proof in support of his
five
The polls were open from 9 a. m. to claim,
viz: Homestead
Entry No.
7 p. m. There was little interest taken
21, 191. for the
in the election, although there was 6621, made October
4 N.
Section 2. Township
some scratching of the official ticket. NWVi.
Range 3 W, and that said proof will
A
meeting of the newly-electe- d
be made before Jesus Luna, Probate
board will be called by the general Clerk,
at Los Lunas, N. M., n Februsecretary this week, probably Wed- ary
7, 1907.
nesday night, and an election of offinames the following witnesses
cers will be held, us there is a new to He
residence uppresident, vice president, treasurer on, prove his continuous
of, the land, viz:
cultivation
and
be
to
secretary
recording
chosen
and
Ruperto Jaramillo, of Helen, N. If.:
for the current year.
Simon Serna, of Los Chaves, N. M.:
II it lily of Pablo Hallejos, of Los Lunas, N. M. :
A Jamaica loidy Speak
Jesus Jaramillo y Oallego, of Oefc-ntiiuinlH'iiaiii'H Cough Remedy.
Mrs. Michael Hart, wife of the su- N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
perintendent of Cart Service at Kings,
RegfcHer.
ton, Jamaica, West Indies Islands,
says that she has for some years used
How to Ircvent Hilioux AUju'lm.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy for
One who is subject to bilious atcoughs, croup and whooping cough
and has found it very beneficial. She tacks will notice that for a day or
more before the attack he is aot hunhas implicit confidence in it and would gry
at meal times and feels dull after
not be without a bottle of It in her eating.
A dose of Chamberlain's
home. Sold by all druggists.
Stomach and Liver Tablets when
mattresses,
Iron beds,
couch covers these first symptoms appear will ward
portiere. 117 Colj avenue. Uorradaile off the attack. They are for sale by
& Co.
all druggists.

GOV. OTERO WILL
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VEINS OF THESE PANAMA INDIANS
I NSI HIM

Till Hi :.

l.l

WITH

ITS

AM) NOTIONS
AMI NO LIKING FOR OITSID-Kits- .
LIVFS A .MILK RKYONI)
TIIK CANAL ZONK.
Panama. Jan. 8. When I'ncle Sam
strip of land
took over a
from the republic of Panama for a
canal zone, he came within one mile
of getting also the San Klas Indians,
probably the only unsubdued tribe of
aborigines
on
the western hemisphere.
A bamboo hut
to live In, plural
wives, many ciilldren, the light to
snare the tortoise, to gather the
and to worship unmolested
In his own way
that is the San
Hlas Idea of civilization, and with
bow and arrow, bolo and machete he
Is always ready to fight for It.
From time to time the missionary
has sought out the San Hlas. The
mlla of the village, through his Interpreter, has heard him calmly and
respectfully through unci then has
told the missionary of his own religion, which he held afforded no
room for Improvement and has Incidentally mentioned an ancient custom of his people to permit no
stranger able to wnlk to remain within the village over night.
And no stranger ever does stay
over night.
The San Hlas Indian is a true product of Central American soil. He
was here before the Spaniard. Long
and bloody were the wars of the two
people. Hut he never was conquered. A century ago he made a final
and successful stand at Portobelo,
and then at his leisure retreated fifty
lo
where the
miles Junglewurd
Chagres cuts the Amies range In
twain. There he built his ten villages and there to this day he has
lived In peace.
The San Hlas Indians worship the
Mighty Spirit, which they
believe
gave them life and takes them in
death.
Each village has Its priest
or mlla. who Is also the chief councilor. There are an arzoguele, and
a tulete teacher and physician. He
acts as interpreter to the in la on
the occasion of visits from people
not of their race. The cacique of
Sasurdl rules over all. The San Hlas
has no belief In the pearly gates of
Christianity's hereafter, but he does
believe that if he shall do well his
part here below, eternal rest shall
be his reward hereafter, and that he
shall be dammed in proportion as he
shall have sinned. The black sins
are:
1
Marriage with one not of his
own race.
2
Refusal to give his life for his
religion, home or tribe.
3
Failure to kill wife or daughter before allowing them to be taken captive.
4
Insanity.
6
Desecration of the dead's resting place.
In consequence of the llrst singular belief the San Hlas blood is absolutely unmixed, for death and eternal
damnation are the portion of him
wh
marries another than a San
Hlas. Kvery man is a warrior, trained in the use of the primitive weapons of the jungle.
The youth, upon receiving his first
bow and arrows, must take an oath
that should lie be called to a battle
In which the loss of his life is certain,
he must before setting forth first kill
his wife, daughters and infant sons.
Insanity is construed to be Incontrovertible evidence that the life of
the victim has been sinful and that
he has sold his soul to the evil
spirits.
Kach family lias its own cemetery.
The dead are placed in hammocks
of bark, and hung within a palm
iucloHure.
This place is sacred be- ten-mi-
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MINING

own ri:i.h;io

Is to love children, and no borne
a te completely happy with- them, jet theordeal through
which the- expectant mother
mu,t P'SS usually U so full of suffering-ifX
she looks forward
I llfill! Illlil ll
daKtr
I
,bc crl ical bour 'th aPPrehension
fend dread
Mother's Friend, by its peneand
properties,
soothing
nausea, nervousness, and
allays
trating
all unpleasant feelings, and so prepares the system for the
Otdeal that she passes through
the event safely and with but
little saflering, as numbers have
testified and said, "it is worth
its weight in gold." $1.00 per
Book containing
bottle ot druggists.
valuable information mailed free.
llt BR4D1 It tD RfCtUIOR CO.. Atlanta. G.

WOIMR'S

rival governments. It haji beceme an.
evident misfortune and a great ain,
which you for your bodily an 4 spiritual welfare must repudiate.
You. country laborers an well aa
town workers, may at first hare to
suffer at the hands of the old aa
well as of the new govern meats for
your disobedience and also frm disagreements arising among yourselves;
but all the Ills that may come from
these causes are as nothing compared to the Ills and sufferings you
now endure and will yet hare to endure from the government. If (obeying one or other government) you
are drawn Into participation In the
murders, executions and civil strife
that are now being committed, and
that will yet long continue to b
committed.
From the present difficult circumstances you, Russian working people,
have but one way to escape, nnd. that
Is by refusing to obey any force-usin- g
authority humbly audi meekly
enduring violence and refusing to
participate In it.
t
This way to escape is simple and
easy, and undoubtedly leads to welfare. Hut to act In this way you
must submit to the government
of
God and to His law.
"He that
to the end will be saved,"
and your salvation Is In yeur own
hands.

tial condition of human life, life the
cultivation of the soil, marriage, the
family or human Intercourse, which
will exist us long as mankind lasts.
Government is a human Institution,
and. Ilk' all human Institutions, Is
set up when it is needed and abollsh-- !
ed when It becomes unnecessary.

i

LEAGUE

HEALTH

TliHt the Arizona Health league has
has
H. G. Fleming, the engineer of the been doing an excellent work
known from its inception, but
freight train which on the night of been good
It does was strikingly rethe
VI

pulled into Iencho staJecember
tion in Sonora and found It a blazing
ruin with eight of Its people massacred by Yaqui Indians .is staying in
by a
Tucson. Fleming was seen
press representative
and told with
graphic detail of the horrible affair:
"I ain't a hero and did no fighting
mark that down first." said Fleming "We never had a chance to fight
because the Yaquis they vamosed, but
say If us Americans had been close
to the railroad track, and saw what
they had done tc the women folks at
Iencho, there might have been a
fight there sure might have been a
little one.
"We saw the band as it was leaving Lencho and before we knew anything about the trouble. There were
between A hundred and a hundred
and fifty of tljem. They were the
wild kind came down from the
mountains. I guess and they were
mighty drunk and mighty pleased as
they went away. Some were on horses
and some afoot, and they traveled
close to the railroad track but didn't
attempt to harm us.
"The first we knew of the trouble
was when a bunch of Mexican soldiers flagged the train and told us
there had been a killing down the
road. Then we scudded on to Lencho as fast as old 210 could hurry.
"There wasn't very much to see.
The cantlna there, where the Mexwus all burned
icans lived and ate
down. The embers lighted up the
place a bit and close by them was
the woman whose unborn child had
been cut from her body. The Yanuis
had done her one mercy, they had
shot her first. Three other women
were killed there anil their bodies
slashed with knives. One of them was
young and quite pretty and they had
not hurt her face. It was the
sister of that one that the
Yaquis took away with them. I reckon she wishes she was In her sister's
place.
"The Indians had killed four men
and woundeil four, and the sport was
just what they liked. There never
was no fight. The people at the station were taken by surprise and I
don't think fired a shot. They Just
ran and hid like rabbits. They never
had no chance.
"Thompson, the operator and foreman there, and his wife and kid hid
under the floor of their tent house.
The Yaquis got all the mescal at the
cantina and a lot of them sat on the
floor
under which the Thompsons
were and boozed. They were talking
of burning down the tent, but didn't
"Thompson said the Yaquis had hid
under a bridge until dark and about
8:20 o'clock had rushed the station.
He is a game man, Thompson; but as
I said before, he had no chance. He
said if he had had a gun he would
have saved it for the wife and kid.
Thompson, you see, lie knows the Yaquis.
"It was S:45 o'clock when our
train pulled into Lencho, but some of
the Mexican soldiers was there ahead
of us. They didn't follow the Yaquis that night, but maybe news that
they were coming hurried the Yaquis off, and that was a lot of help to
the Thompsons and some of the other
people there.
"Before they went the Indians got
nighty good and full on the mescal
they had stolen. They swiped ail the
provisions and clothes in camp and
cleaned things up completely.
"When they were going away the
Yaquis set fire to the railroad bridge,
but Hrakemau Curtis found the blaze
while it was young and we put It out.
"There was a rumor around on
December 2 4 that the same band was
going to attack Rsperanza. but General Torres sent some troops there
and nothing happened.
"They say now down there that the
government Is going to tiutnqiort all
the Yaquis it cr.n lay its hands on
from Sonora to Yucatan. So far.
ihoufh. they ain't taken any steps in
that direction."
Fleming says thut lie will likely
make his home in Tucson. He is no
longer in the employ of the Cunanea,
Yaqul Klver & I'acltie railroad.
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sin. In which you Involuntarily participate when you obey government.
That there should he a Russia such
as the existing one. the Poles, Finns,

not going as soldiers, and not voluntarily give for public works) nnd
your disagreepeacefully settling
ments through your village communes; and other nations, seeing
your good life, will not come and
conquer you, or, If they come, on
getting to know your good life will
adopt It, and Instead of lighting you
will unite with you.
For all the nations, like you yourselves, have suffered and now suffer
from governments: from the strife
(in war. trade and Industry) of different governments against one another, and from the strife of classes,
and of different parties. Among all
Christaln nations an Inner labor Is
going on, the chief aim of which Is
emancipation from governments.
Hut thin emancipation is particularly difficult for nations In which
the majority have abandoned agricultural life and live an Industrial
town life, employing the labor of
other races. Among such nations
emancipation Is being prepared by
socialism. Hut for you. Russian
laborers , living mainly an agricultural life, and supplying your own
needs, this emancipation is particularly easy. Government for you has
or
long ceased to be a necessity,
even a convenience, nnd has become
a great and uncompensated burden
and misfortune.
Hut government is not some essen

OKLKOATION
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OF SAN HLAS IN I HANS PHOTOGRAPHED
LON IN CIVILIZF.D DRESS.

yond all else, and must be guarded
ns jealously as the family.
Each man. upon taking his first
wife, must render to his wife's father
the products of his labor till a child
shall lie born. He may later take ad- -

OA
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CO-

ditional wives in such number as the
Importance of his station in the tribe
inny entitle him to. Rut none may
entitle him to. Hut none may marry
till he has provided a bamboo home
for each wife.

,
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The magnificent rope passed into
other hands and finally became the
property of a New York broker who
had struck It rich In Wall street.
The Jewels were worn by his wife.
Now, according to the anonymous
statements of the auctioneer.
The
broker Is hard pressed. On this account he was forced to realize ready
cash upon the pearls.

j
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Special Correspondence.
New Vork, Jan. S. Deep mystery
surrounds the identity of the New
York "broker" who Is said to have

EGATE AT SANTA FE

r.rrr.cT oim; wizatiox l. h.
PRIMCi: CHAIRMAN
DAVIO
M. WHITE SECRETARY
AI.
.IOI

RN.MENT TAKEN.
Although no nftlcial notice or formal invitation had been sent out a
few delegates
to the constitutional
convention elected at the recent territorial election, assembled Monday in
Santa Fe.
At 10 o'clock a. in., a meeting was
held In the office of Territorial
Irrigation Engineer David M. White
at the capitol and a temporary organization was formed. I'pon motion
of Margarlto Romero
L.
Rradford Prince was elected chairman and David M. White secretary.
Five counties, so It Is reported, were

The Cleanest Beer !
Pabst Blue Ribbon Beer
because it is not
fermented in open vats,
but in special Pabst
ally seaLd tanks into
which no air except pure,
filtered air ever enters.
is

t

her-virt- u

THE "HOODOO" NECKLACE,
been forced by financial straights to
dispose of the famous $135,000 "hoodoo" pearl necklace that was once
the gift of a Russian czar to a faithful ambassador.
The necklace was recently sold at
auction In a Fifth avenue art gallery for $s,VOOU. The purchasers
were a firm of Jewelers.
The "hoodoo" necklace lias a remarkable liiKtory full details of which
.ire unknown to any except the principals. The Russian ambassador to
Austria had greatly pleased old Czar
Nicholas 111 by a clever stroke of
diplomacy.
As a reward the czar
"id. led that the finest pearls in his
empire lie gathered ami strung and
presented to his faithful agent.
0
This was done at a co.--t t f S
Ijit-r
fell from
the
In Pari
ami suld th- - neck- 135.-00-

r

uniba-iHado-

ei

Pabst

BlueRibbon
is cleanest because it is
notcoolediu roomswliL-rmen walk in and out, but
in specially constructed
sealed coalers where no
breath of foul air can
taint it. It is stored in

hermetically
tanks until
purity am!
cleanest
U-e-

scaled storage
perfect in atfe.

strength, the

e--

It you bare tried other tailors and
are not satisfied why not try ua.
We know wa can, please you, once
you get a suit of us yon are sure to
come again, as our work U all strictly
first class.
Cleaning, pressing and, repairing
neatly done on short notice.
If you want something tight give ns
a trial.

brewed.

F. TOM El & BRO.
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rAC.E SEVEN.
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Pernnilllo county, however.
attend.
Copies
Is entitled to ten deleirntes.
of the official cull, and nn urgent
nt
delegates
Invltiitltin to appoint
once, have been ent to the comity
expected thnt
ciunmlssioners. ixl it
they will net In the matter wllhln the
next few days.
In spite of the voting limit, however, It in desired thnt every farmer
and business mmi In Hernallllo county who Is Interested In dry farming
iind cut) get away from home should
attend, regardless of whether or hot
he Is mi official delegate from the
headquarters
county.
Convention
have been opened at llnom. 5, Albany hotel. lenver. where all visitors
to the city will be made welcome, and
full Information given.
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DRY FARMERS

Harness
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at Reduced"
Prices.
SOME PEOPLE
TIME TO BUY A BUQQY.

HAVE A NOTION

THAT SPRING IS THE ONLY
THAT NOTION 18 COSTING THEM
MONEY.
WE ARE MAKING FALL BUYING POPULAR. LET Ut
TELL YOU HOW. GOOD PICKING IN BOTH DEPARTMENTS.
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Albuquerque Carriage Company
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FIGHTING FOR VAST FORTUNE

-

OPERATOR LYNES CONVENTION

r i

MARRIED INTO AMERICAN SOCIETY

WHO'S THIS BURKE?

The Furniture Man.
Write for Booklet.
Cor. Coal and- Second
Cor. Coal A Second, East end Viaduct
Colo Phone R 177
Auto Phone 474
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DAUGHTERS OF RICH GIIINESE WHO

.Alk7!KifOt

11.1,1 VMS.
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Pittsburg. Pa.. Jan. V "Who Is
I'.urke?" Is a iiiostion that's being
iiHked ilaily In the national capital.
In fact, it's been on the tongue there
'
more or less since the opening day
"f congress when Congressman James
Kraiu'ls Tlurke dared reply to John
jshaipe Williams and got "sat on"
land dubbed one of the "kill" members of congress. And It's still asked,
(because he's continually doing something.
Like tlrtltm reads the story of the
'rise of Mr. Hurke from errand boy
in a big Pittsburg dry goods store to

WL FILL
PRESCRIPTIONS

Pv

B. RUPPE

RIGHT

203

WEST RAILROAD AVENEXT TO BANK OF
COMMERCE.

At Consistent
Prices
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j j j
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PETENT

AT DENVER

Responsible for Rock Island Sixteen Commonwealths InWreck at Volland.
cluded In Call Bernalillo
Kansas.
May bend Ten.

dispatch from Sun Antonio, Tex.
Denver. Colo., Jan. s. For tlm
oaicfl January i,
oper- John Lynes. the telegraph
first time in the history of America,
responsibilator who Is charged with
general movement has been In
ity for the wreck, on the Hock Island aaugurated
toward the rapid
railroad near Volland. Kan., in which developmentlooking
and settlement of the
thirty-thre- e
persons wore killed and
land sections of the west. Act
fifty-fiv- e
injured, is a San Antonio dry
Ing on the suggestions of many of
boy. He was ruJsed in this city.
(lnisliod
a Colorado's business men, Governor
LyncM
only recently
F. McDonald of this state has
cours of telegraphy In a school In Jesse
Dry
the "Trans-Missou- ri
this city and went to Kl I'aso, where called
Farming Congress"
he got a position with the Hock Is- ver on the 24th to meet in Den25th of this
land and was sent to bis station at month. The call and
has been sent to
Volland. Kan.
every state west of the Missouri river
Only the day before the wreck !. C.
assurances have already been reKedgeway. elevator operator at the and
that delegates will come, with
federal building and who was in ceived
sanction, from practically all of
school with Lynes, received a post state
sixteen commonwealths included
card from the latter, stating that be the
was stationed at Volland and was well in the call.
The Importance of this movement
pleased with his employment.
Nine acres
Lynns was for a time messenger; cannot be overestimated.
boy at the Sunset and the Aransas of farm land out of every ten In thewhole country west of the ninetyPass dispatchers' offices In Ihls clly. eighth
can never be IrrigatHis father and mother illd reside here. ed, and,meridian
because of slight rainfall,,
but moved to Ios Angeles. Cal.. sev- - most of this
great territory mustjook
era! months ago.
Mr. Itedgeway says that Lynes must for Its redemption entirely to some
ngrlculture.
of sclentlllc
have misrepresented his age to the method
spread of
Hock Island, as he knows that he is Within the last decade the
Campbell system, more
the
only 17 years of age. instead of lit commonly
known as "dry farming"
years old, as was reported In the press
He was well grown for: has convinced the thinking men of
dispatches.
country that In some such meth
his age and could easily have passed the
od as this lies the agricultural salva
for a, man of the age hi' claimed.
Kynes' last employment in this city tion of t lie west, and it s now pro
wan at the Sunset dispatcher's ottice posed to start a broad, unprejudiced
movement. In which every state afas messenger hoy. This was about fected
shall take part, to further desix months ago. He is under arrest velop these
soil culture systems and
at Topeka, Kan.
bring
to the attention of the
The Kl Paso Herald, in Its com- world thm
at large.
ment, says:
also so it is said
Lynes was employed ly 1he South- by It is necessary,
those who are Interested, that
western for a period of ten days this some
steps be taken to educate the
summer. He was sent out from Kl
farmers who are today coming Into
Paso to Pactum, a station near Santa the
lands of the west. In Colo
Kosa on the Southwestern, during the rado dry
T5,0fin
new homeseekers
month of June, as telegraph operator. have alone
themselves
settled
within a
days
discharged
afterward
ten
van
He
year. Twelve hundred homesteads in
for Incompetency, according to South- Kit t arson
county,
were
western officials, and Is said to have taken up In IHOli. ami Collorauo,
this record was
gone to the Rock Island, being emby
If
not
quite,
equalled
other
ployed by that road as operator at almost
counties in other western states, (if
Volland.
great
these
m
bodies of settlers the
m
m
larger proportion are from eastern
HOY OPKUATOlt DrX'KIVKJ)
states,
and are entirely unfamiliar
THK KAIl.ltOAl) COMPANY'.
It has developed that John Lynes, with western conditions.
purpose
The
of the congress which
telegraph operator at
the
Volland, Kan., whose failure to de- will meet in Denver this month is.
liver a dispatcher's order caused the first of all. to form a permanent, edu
wreck between Volland cational. Interstate organization some
disastrous
the line of the National Irand Alta Vista, deceived the Kock what on congress,
and second, to afIsland officials in his application for rigation
In ford a full and free discussion of the
employment on tile at Topeka.
his application Lynes made the state- principles of scientific soil culture,
in
the
ment that he was born In 1XS3. which and of their development
west. Speakers will be present from
would make him in his twenty-fourt- h
every
state west of the Missouri river.
year. The fact that he was only 18
of
did not become known to the railway The V'nlted States department
officials until he made a sworn state- agriculture will I represented, it Is
hoped, by Secretary Wilson.
Every
ment after his arrest.
agricultural college in the west will
Lynes was sent to Volland as
Mead,
to the regular operator. Moth have its man in attendance.
received a 15 per cent advance In sal- of Washington: Campbell, of Nebras
ary December 1. along with other ka; Olln. of Colorado; J.irdine. of
l.'tah, and a score of others of the
Kwck Island operators In Kansas.
m
m
m
brightest agricultural minds in the
VAII MA1K
country are on the program, and few
THAINMANTKK
AHtSlNTANT SVPKKIXTKN DKXT. things that refer to dry farming will
G. H. Waid. who for the past remain unsaid.
In order to prevent the gathering
twelve months has been trainmaster
for t.e O., H. & S. A. at El Paso, has of a large and unwieldly voting body,
been promoted to assistant superin- Governor McDonald has limited the
tendent of the Kl Paso division of that number of official delegates who may
went
road. Mr. Wald's promotion
into effect January 1. Mr. Waid began service with the Atlantic coast
branch of the Southeren Pacific system on the eastern end of that section of the road, and a year ago was
transferred t this division.
The olllce of trainmaster has been
abolished and hereafter all correspondence formerly addressed to that
officials should 1m sent to the assistant superintendent.
A
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Horse Clothing, Lap Robes,
Whips, Axle Oils
iiiul nil kinds of sadillery supplies.

hi"

Honolulu. Jan. 8. The skeleton of
the A fon g family is once more
ahroad, rattling Its bones.
Five of the beautiful daughters of
Chun Afong, the millionaire Chinese
opium king, have just brought suit
against their Hawaiian mother for
the distribution of the old Chinaman's vast fortune.
The beauty, wealth and fascination
of the Afong girls have kept the
world of society agog, ever since the
young women came out In society and
began to turn the beads of every man
who crossed their paths. One of the
girls married Admiral Whiting. U. S.
A. Another became the wife of Lieut.
Dougherty. P. S. A. Then Judge
Humphreys came in. a lucky third,
and so down the line It went.
Chun, their father, was a remarkable tlgure in the business life of
Honolulu. When he had accumulated all the- money that he could, his
almond-shapeeyes lit upon the dusd
ky beauty of one of the Kamaklapal-kan- i
family of royal Hawaiian blood.

You
biiKfry

This gentleman has a
few words to tell you. He

He

wanted her as a wife, and his
money won out.
The couple lived very happily together, and fifteen
children were
born to them. Then Chun wanted
to be a coolie again, and to be back
with the dozen and one Chinese wives
whom he had left behind when he
had sailed years before for Hawaii.
He made a division of his vast fortune, and once more as a plain ordinary Chinaiuan he went his way, and
his Hawaiian wife and her llfteen
children went theirs, which lay In the
path of the social limelight.
Everywhere the Afongs went they
were entertained by the most exclusive in society. There has never been
a family of girls thnt could create
such a sensation as the i.linoiid-evedaughters of Shun Afong, and now
that his bones are laid to rest, the
tremendous wealth which he accumulated during his lifetime will be the
cause or mum insseuiion. and the
tongues of the gossips will have plen-- i
ty of material to feed upon.

says when you buy Horse
Blankets or Lap Robes,
insist on the famous 5A.
They are
and will give you the best
satisfaction.
We Sell Them

In Our New Store
No.

Dr. ling's

Nov Discovery
Prlca

ONSUMPTI0N

60c 11.00
OLDS
Fret Trial.
Burest and Quickest Cure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONEY BACK.
OUGHSantf

nt

-

V
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CONGRESSMAN AND
Bl'HKK.

M

US.

congressman.
He was born thirty-nin- e
years ago on a farm in Venango
county, of Irish parents. The family
being very poor, young James, at the
age of twelve, came to Pittsburg in
187!) and began as an errand boy.
He saved his money, bought books
and studied nights. Then he wanted
more money, and In jlgtime because
an expert stenographer.
Good wages
at that carried him through college
in

ISitJ.
He was a good

talker and soon began the study of law. being admitted
to the bar several years later. He
has handled many famous eases.
Since the opening of congress he
has secured an appropriation of
nun of a new postoflice structure
in Pittsburg, and has interested the
national solous in the improvement
of the ( ihio and Monongahela rivers
for navigation.
Much of Mr. liurke's success he
attributes to his wife, who has helped htm financially, being a member
of one of the wealthy Pittsburg
J2.-1)0- 0.

The Grip.
"Before we can tfympathize with
others, we must have suffered ourselves. No one can realize the suf
fering uttendant upon an attack of
the grip, unless he has had the actual
There is probably no dis
exjerienoe.
ease that causes so much physical and
mental agony, or which so success
fully defies medical aid. All danger
from the grip, however, may be avoided by the prompt use of ChamberAmong the
lain's ('outfit Remedy.
tens of thousands who have used this
remedy, not one case has ever been
reported that has resulted In pneumonia or that has not recovered. Fc
sale by all druggists.

Second

THIRD STREET

Moat Market
of Fresh and Salt Maat
Steam Sauaaga Factory,
tMIL KLEINWORT.
Haaonlo Building, North Third 8tra&

All Kind

MAUGER
VJOOL
Manper. '
with Raaoe

W. E.

ft

Offlca, 115 North

First Si.

ALBUQUERQUE. N.

'

IV
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CURE the LUNGS

WITH

212

Albuquerque, N. M.

KILL the COUGH
AND

ought to see wli;it
fine
we enn give you for $55.00.

J. Korber & Co.

long-of-we-ar

d

-

Few Words

A

m

M.

Dangers of a Cold and How to Avoid
wimumK' Indian PI to
Them.
cure iillnd,
TOTI
OHADI
E SDr.
Itching
More fatalities have their origin 111
aim
Pllcx. liabHorlm the tumors.
or result from a cold than from any
Iluys the itcutngatoiiec, sets Dealera In Groceries, Provisions, Baft
other cause. This fact nlnne should
a nniiiiivs. a
MNtnnt re- Qraln and FueL
.
make people more careful as there is
lr.
l'lli-anil Itch- - Fine Line of Imported Wines, Llatat
iKDrrnarcd for
no danger whatever from a cold when
Kvory box is
In of thn private purta.
and Cigar. Place your orders tm
It is properly treated In the beginning.
warranted. Hv druirffiKts. tT mull on re- this line with us.
nf prldv AO cents and fl.OO. WILLIAMS
For many years Chamberlain's Cough ediit
7
tiiJo.
NORTH THIRD
Remedy has been recognized as the MANUFACTURING CO.. Wop, t.ltveland.
FOR SALE BY S. VANN A SON.
most prompt and effectual medicine
In use for this disease. It acts on nature's plan, loosens the cough, relieves the lungs, opens the secretions
New Management, Ketember I, 1906
and aids nature In restoring the sysINSURANCE, REAL ESTATE-NOTA- RY Oppomltm
tem to a healthy condition. Sold by
the 9mntm Fm Depot
PUBLIC.
all druggists.
Room t, Cromwell Block, Albuquorqu
ADOLPH BECKER, Proprietor
Automatic Telephone. 174.
7 N.. R. 2 E.
BKLKN. M. M.
NURSERY PRODUCTS
He names the following witnesses
adto prove his actual continuous
&
verse possession of said tract for
FIRE INSURANCE. REAL B STATS,
AND
FRUIT
SHADE TREES,
twenty years next preceding the sur- SHRUBS,
LOANS.
VINES AND FLOWERS.
vey of the township, viz:
OF SOME ONE YOU KNOW.
Automatic phone 461.
Francisco Aragon y Raca, of jos BUY
N. W. ALGER, 124 SOUTH WALTER
Room 10, N. T. Armljo BiUdU
Lunas, N. M.; Aniceto Aragon,
Orona, Quirino Saniore, of Per-alt- STREET.
N. M".
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
THE HIGHLAND LIVERY
Aay person who desires to protest Take
BKOMO wuinlne
BAMBmooK Brno: rrop:
against the allowance of said proof, Tablets.LAXATIVE
Druggists refund money If
LIVERY AND BOARDING 8TABLB
or who knows of any substantial rea- it faite to cur
W.
GROVE'S
E.
8ADDLE HORSES 8PECIALTY.
son under the laws and regulations signature Is on each box. 25c.
The "Sadie" for mountain parties
of the interior department why such
proof should not be allowed will be
at special rates on week days.
MEN AND WOMEN.
glvea an opportunity at the above
Auto Phone 604.
No. 112 John Si
Cm Bui 4 for annttaral
d)'h4rjr,M,ioflftiniuationa,
mentioned time and place to cross
or ultrfttiot4
Irritatiou
examine the witnesses of said claimv
l
Mi MrtMsr.
of matoii tnetnbr mn.
ant, and to offer evidence in rebuttal
the Evans CmmicmCo.
(Dt or pOlWJBOUS.
nmm
of that submitted by claimant.
Mi sy DrstiMi,
VA ClUCUUUILOJ 1 or MDt
INBUR A NCR.
MANUEL R. OTERO.
Is puto wrmppr,
Secretary Mutual Building Aasaas
Register.
br iihiw, srMmid. fur
M. or 3 botllr K.75.
tlon. Office at S17 Wsst RattmaS
Small Holding Claim No. 2517.
Cirealw Mat om rxiMtt. COMING IN OUT
OF THE COLD arenue.
we appreciate
The Right Name.
a perfectly heated
Mr. August Sherpe, the popular
bouse, but It is not every house that
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
overseer of the poor at Fort Madison,
i
is properly warmed. It yours is lackaim tuouia Know
aiNMit ttw wunthrful
ing In aay way, or If you are undeIa says: "Dr. King's New Life Pills
MARVELWhirlinaSpray
are rightly named; they act more
cided what la the best gystem to In- LIVERY, BALK, FEED AND TRANs
agreeably, do more good and make
stall in a new house and need infor--fFEB STABLES.
int. it rltaiiaf
V
one feel better than any other laxamation that is trustworthy and valutive." Guaranteed to cure bilious- Au roar ilmmii fnr It.
able, let us know of your trouble. Horses and Ifules Bought and
iit.iuy ttit
2Sc at all drug If
ness and constipation.
We are specialists for hot water, hot
changed.
rpl no
IHVtl.,.itl ltMii
Mores.
heating.
steam
air
and
Tor
othrr. hutl ImokIt irlvM
lliiiilriil'-'BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CIITU
!,li-- .
Becond 8treet. between Railroad aad
ni if"
If you want result in advertising, vuluahli-V tilt I.I. i II.
Standard
Co
Plumbing
&
Healing
Sd
Kl rrrt, M.H
Ull k.
4 l.n.l
trv an Evening Citizen want ad.
Oopper Areou.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior,
United
States Land Office.
Santa Ke. N. M.. Dec. 19. 1906.
Notice Is hereby given that the following-named
claimant has died
of his intention to make final
proof in support of his claim under
sections 16 and 17 of toe act of
March 3. 1891 (26 Stats.. 854), as
amended by the act of February 21,
1893 (27 Stats., 470). and that said
proof will be made before the probate clerk at Los Lunas, N. M., on
January 26, 1907, viz: Mariana Chavez de Otero, for the Small Holding
Claim No. 2547, situate in Sec. 36, T.
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O. A, SLEY&TEl

BECKER

HOTEL

RANKIN

Gull-lerm-

CO.

o
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A. E. WALKER,

I

Every Woman
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Engineer Arthur McKensie, whose
by another at
engine was
Ulorieta the other day. with the re
sult that he had the Index linger of
the good right hand snapped off at the
first joint w hile he was leaning out of
the cab of his iron monster, taking
his bearings, has returned to the
throttle, slightlty disabled, hut still in
the ring.
slde-sw.p-

J. 11 Shirk, who has been depot
agent of the Santa Fe at Harper,
Kan., for some time, has been up- IHiinted to the position of depot agent
K
for the Santa Fe at Wellington.
S. Dunn, relief agent of the Santa Fe,
has been acting as agent at Welling
ton since the transfer of the former
Wellington agent. Joe King, to Dodge
City.

Charley lioljinson. former burgage
master at the I.as Vegas depot, who
has come down from -i Junta. Colo,
and gone to switching in the I.as
Vegas railroad yard, if aci "Uip;in!i-ito ttial city by his wife

0
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0

0
0
0
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Mrs. !" IV January and child, of
Vegas, nr.! heVe. visiting her .sis- ter Mrs. V K. Kit it. wif.' "f the
n.iular (iivisi.in SU Tint. Il'ltrlit if

tht Santa
The

K--

.

nf Mrs. S S
und fiafls,"

Frui-klo-- t

ii, on "Ar.-t- t
at the
railroud ivudinK rmmis lust night, was
i
iiittrt sting ami enjoyed
l y u UtiB-- - uu'lience.
xcft-dingl-

it
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its Location

MILES SOUTH OF ALBUQUERQUE, N. M., AT THE JUNCTION OF THE MAIN
LINE OF THE SANTA FE SYSTEM LEADINO
EAST AND WEST FROM CHICAGO, KANSAS
CITY, GALVESTON AND POINTS EAST TO SAN
LOS ANGELES. AND FROM THE
FRANCISCO.
EASTERN AND NORTHERN STATES TO EL
PASO AND TEXAS.
1.000 BUSINESS AND RESIDENCE LOTS. 25x
140 FEET. LAID OUT WITH BROAD 80 AND
STREETS, WITH ALLEYS 20 FEET WIDE,
WITH BEAUTIFUL LAKE AND PUBLIC PARK
OLD SHADE TREES;
PUBLIC
AND GRAND
SCHOOL HOUSE. COSTING $16,000; CHURCHES;
CLUB; A POPULATION OF 1.500
COMMERCIAL
PEOPLE: SEVERAL LARGE MERCANTILE ESTABLISHMENTS; THE BELEN PATENT ROLLER
MILL. CAPACITY 150 BARRELS DAILY; LARGE
WINERY; THREE HOTELS, RESTAURANTS. ETC.
PELEN IS THE LARGEST SHIPPING POINT FOR
fc'OOL, FI)UR. WHEAT. WINE, BEANS AND HAY
ITS IMPORTANCE
IN CENTRAL NEW MEXICO.
AS A GREAT COMMERCIAL RAILROAD CITY IN
THE NEAR FUTURE CAN NOT BE ESTIMATED.
BELEN IS

31

0OOaOOSOoa
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COME TO BELEN. M. M.
Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
Located on Belen Cut-of- f of Santa Fe Railway

The Belen Town and Improvement
Company Ate Owners of
Belen Townsite

IOO0OOOO0OOOOswOOOO

A Railway

Center

FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND
FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE WILL GO
OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN,
EAST AND WEST, NORTH AND SOUTH.
ALL

THE LOTS OFFERED ARB IN THE CENTER
OF THE CITY. WELL GRADED (MANY OF THEM
IMPROVED BY CULTIVATION); NO SAND OR
GRAVEL. WE NEED A FIRST-CLASMODERN
HOTEL AND A GOOD.
S,

--

The Belen Town and
provement Co.
,0HN BECKER, Pres

WM. M. BERBER,

Im-

OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE IOW AND
TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT;
PURCHASE
WARRANTY DEEDS.
S
MAY REMAIN ON
MONEY CASH.
NOTE, WITH MORTGAGE SECURITY FOR ONB
YEAR. WITH 8 PER CENT INTEREST THEREON.
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAPS AND PRICES. IF
YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS.
ONE-THIR-

D

TWO-THIRD-

Sec'j.
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LOCAL. AND

PERSONAL
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THAT KEEP THE FEET WARM
We have a splendid line of Shoes suitable
for this time of the year. They have Goodyear Welt extension soles and cork cushions
which make them damp proof and very comfortable. They look stylish, fit and wear well.
The uppers are made of either Box Calf, Vici
Kid or Patent Colt.
--

92.75 to 94.00

For Men
For Women For Misses and Boys
For Children and Youths
--

2. SO to 4.00

-

--

1

to 2. SO
1.25 to 1.85
1. SO

Largest Line of Candy in the City
C. N. BRIGHAM
Successor

4 F. F.

to

Trotter

CONFECTIONERY

SUGAR

GEO. W. HICKOX

T. Y. MAVNAHO

CO.

HICKOX-MAYNAR- D

MEXICO'S

NEW

LEADING

JEWELERS

Send in Your Watches for Repairs
THE ARCH FKOXT

SOUTH

ALBUQUERQUE

SECOND

GO,

HARDWARE

Foarth and Railroad Avenue

ST.

-

Probate Clerk Walker today Issued
a marriage license to John A. I.oKan
and Mollio. Freeman.
Th Woodmen of the World held
their regular meeting at odd Fel
lows hall this afternoon.
t'has. t'badwlck. the sheep com
mission broker, was a north bound
this morning.
pnsspiiR-e-r
The regular meeting of the Wo
man's relief corps was held this af
ternoon at Ued Men's hall.
Ed H. Ouicksctl has returned to Al
buciuerciue. after an extended visit
with his son In Silver City, N. M.
Mr.and Mrs. Ivan Orunsfeld, who
visited Chicago and the bin eastern
cities, have returned to this city
The Optic announces that "Alvln
Swlsherand Edward Lunney. after
'few days In this city, have gone to A1- -.
huquerque."
The 1906 term of the territorial su- preme court ofllclalls ended today
and the ISO" term will begin tomor
row.
Durham, both
G. T. Creech and
of Roswell, arrived here from that
They
thriving little city yesterdny.
are about town today.
the
Paul Teutsch, representing
While Star Line Stamship company,
is handing around some very accept
able calenders.
lJeputy United
Marshal
States
Hough Is In Santa Fe on business con
nccted with the January term of the
supreme court.
Harry O. Wilson, of the Chicago
branch of the American Hook compa
ny, Is visiting our Bchools In the In
terest of his concern.
M.
W. II. Hayward, representing
011
yesterday
Fairbanks,
left
It.
the limited on a business trip to
southern Arizona towns.
Mrs. J. G. Gould, of Detroit, Mich
a noted tenor singer of that City, will
assist at the concert to be given at
Elks' theater next Friday evening.
Mrs. Alfred Grunsfeld left Sunday
night for Chicago.
Mr. Grunsfeld
will Join his wife there In a few days,
and both will then proceed on to NewYork and Boston.
Judge Ira J. Abbott, associate
of the supreme court, goes to
Santa Fe tomorrow, where he will
sit as an associate Justice on the su
preme court bench.
The concert to be given under the
auspices of the ladles of St. John's
Guild promises to be one of the rarest
musical treats ever offered to the peo
ple of this city.
Assistant United States Attorney E
I.. Medler will leave this evening for
Santa Fe, where he has business in
the territorial supreme court, which
convenes tomorrow.
I.. L. Gatewood and family, after a
residence of several months at San
Antonio, Texas, have returned to Al
buquerque and will hereafter make
thlH city their home.
Mrs. Henry Yanow is enjoying a
visit from her brother, Hen Maudlin,
who is passing through the city en
route east. Mr. Madlin Is in the Jew
elry business at Globe, Arizona.
George Ellis, former proprietor of
the Clair hotel at Santa Fe, has purchased the Elite rooming house In
Mr. Ellis Is a thorough
this city.
hotel man and is welcomed to the
Duke City.
Joseph P. Joquel, a Las Vegas
printer, who. worked in Albuquerque
a few years ago. and Mrs. Marie de
Guillon Ehlers will be united In mar
riage ut Las Vegas January 16. Mr
Joquel is now connected with the Las
Vegas Optic.
Hon. T. U. Catron, who has been in
Albuquerque for several days engaged
y
as counsel In the famous
suit of the Arizona and Colorado
Railroad company, will return to his
home at Santa Fe tomorrow morning.
Mrs. Foss Field and children
of
Mugdalena, left yesterdny for New
York, where they will embark January 12 for Olascow, Scotland. Mrs.
Field secured her tickets from Paul
Teutsch, the steamship ticket broker.
The Optic says: R. A. Klsler has
resumed his former position 011 The
Optic, under the editorial and business management of M. M. Padgett,
and both gentlemen feel perfectly at
home between the column rules
again.
The Presbyterian Brotherhood will
meet this evening promptly at 7:30
at the church for the purpose of
completelng their organization
and
inaugurating a program of usefulness for the future. A full attendance Is hoped for.
The Silver City Enterprise says: Mr.
Chenowlth, foreman for the past three
years of the Imperial laundry of Albuquerque, has resigned that position
to accept a similar one with the Silver City Sanitary Steam laundry and
has arrived In this city.
County Assesesor Slgfrled Grunsfeld has supplied himself with a new
paper weight. It's the first piece of
new furniture to go Into the office
right-of-wa-

Rarebit

A

to be proprrlypreiMircd .should bemade
to a Mimnimc, liowraan Chafing Difth.
Alt.avs .?a!y, no worrying about 6 re.
Suaply a uiuti.ii, anil iu a low minutes
the ,

Manning, Bowman & Co.

Chafing Dish
his produced

a dainty morsel to regale
your guests, lie sure to ee that your
chafing dikli i supplied with the
fmlcutad seamless ''Irorr" smaa-elfood pait found only in Mas.
aiu(, 1 jwtnau St Co. Chatiug IMnliea.
ron salc mr

II

wl

1

ALBUQUEROUE

HARDWARE

GO.

Fourth and Railroad Avenue

E VER

mm

THE

Diamond
RAILROAD

Palace
AVE.

DUmoadi, Watche. Jewelry. Ct Glut, Clock.. SllTenrira.
jour trad and guaranty A SQUARE DEAL.

we invite

IU.

C. II. CONNOH
OSTEOPATH.
Itoom.4 3 and 4, N. T. Armljo building.

"1
i

since his Incumbency.
The paper
weight Is In the shape of a pistol
However. U Is only loaded with a
Pin cushion and pins.
The newly formed Ellis orchestra,
composed of professional
musicians
gathered from all over the country
through the efforts of Mr. Ellis, backed by the American Lumber company, will make their first concert appearance at the Elks' theater on Friday ever.ing.
Itst evening the first meeting of
the week of prayer series Inaugurated
by the First Methodist
and First
Presbyterian churches was held In
the lecture room of the I,ead avenue
church.
This evening services will
be held at the same church and for
the balance of the week they will be
held at the Presbyterian church.
The Pueblos are receiving a little
education Just now In the nrt of glazing and tempering their pottery: at
the'hunds of Uncle Sam ""through the
the efforts of a young lady. Miss
Ford Is' the young lady. She arrived yesterday from th west, where
she has been working among the
and 'left this morning for San
Domingo,
The Globe store on East Railroad
avenue, one of the most centrally located dry goods stores of the city, was
sold today by W. H. Glllenwater to a
company composed of the Welller
brothers, the Benjamin brothers and
Leon Hertzog. The new owners will
take charge at once and after closing
out the present stock, will put In an
exclusive shoe store In Us place.
At the concert at the Elks' theater
next Friday night the orchestra of the
American Lumber company band will
make Its first appearance before an
Albuquerque audience. This band Is
composed of professional musicians
from different parts of the United
States. This part of the program will
be In keeping with the high order of
the music to be heard at this concert.
Arguments were still being heard
this afternoon In the case of the Arizona & Colorado Railway company
against the Denver & Rio Grande
Railway company, wherein the plaintiff seeks to have made permanent an
injunction enjoining the defendant
from building a railroad over certain
lands In San Juan county. New MexA conclusion will probably be
ico.
reached this evening.
La-gun-

You will need a pair of

winter

All 'broken items at prices
which will appeal to you.
14.

E. L. WASHBURN CO.

Is

Believe Us
We can save you money

that

MO IV

(WEY

H.

IT.

RESOLVED-

IT

BEATS THE BAND
WHAT VE CAN Do W,TH OUR.
6YG00D JUDGMENT

and aanagement; if we go

In the purchase of a Piano

ToTUE RIGHT

TODAY

place. where

THEYKiVOW

We Carry the Largest Stock
of New Pianos Ever Shown
in This Territory.
SECOND HAND Pianos at

ffa

BR0WN

your own pricesalmost.
. SEE US betore you buy

Do It Today

.

Learnard
E.UHIghtd

&

Lindemann,
tot

1900

W. Gold Avenue

COAL

Genuine American

'"

Cerrlllua
Anthracite
Anthracite
Anthracite,

Lump i....

per

block,

tfl.50
$6.50

, .$8.M)
Nnt
mixed
$9.00
stove .and .furnace

lw?a

Clean Gas Coke

$.5o
$6.00

j

WOOD.

Green Mill Wood, per load
Dry Mill Wood, per load
Factory Wood, per load

W. H.

. .

.

,OnrRiair!l04..ivTti:

Green Tag Sale

$2.75
$3.00

HAHN&CO.

uvirsft 8 jw.nco.cm.cato.

Buster beats the drum, and that big

,$2.2S

which goes on MONDAY MORNING will beat every,
thing in the line of sales ever had in Albuquerque.

Botli Phonos.

DR. L. II. CnAMBERLAIN,
DENTIST.
ROOM 2.
CKOMWELIi BLOCK.
ESTABLISHED SINCE 1889.

rubbers

Yours truly,
YOU KNOW WHO

115-11- 7

NORTH FIRST STREET

Between Railroad and Ccppar A ve.

Stoves and Steel Ranges

Primary Meetings.
Albuquerque, N. M., Jan. 8, 1907.
Primaries of the people's party to
nominate Justices of the peace and
constables In precincts Nos. 12 and
28, of Bernalillo county, are hereby
called to meet on Wednesday evening,
January 9,lat 7:30 o'clock.
In Precinct 12, at the City Hall, to
be called to order by B. Ruppe.
In precinct No. 26, at 208 y. W.
Gold avenue, to be called to order by

HARDWARE and RANCH SUPPLIES
Wagon Covers,

Sheep Shears,
Dipping Tanks,

F. O. Pratt.
All voters living In said precincts.

respectively, who alllliated with the
people's party at the last election, are
earnestly requested to attend. By or
der of the Central Committee.
F. H. MITCHELL.
Chairman Central Committee.
J. E. ELDER,
Secretary.

TIN SHOP
In, Rear of Store

Harness,
Horse Blankets,
Saddles.

150

J
O

THE MAZE.
page, cloth covered day books 40c

150 page, cloth covered
1000 plain white paper
"Half-hour-

ledgers..
napkins..

With Best Authors"

s

in six volumes

40c
60c
$2.60
1.50
25c
.'
40c
$1.40
23c
$2.75

Paper hangers shears

White wash brushes
KalKomine, per pkg
Mixed paint, per gal
2 bottles of gold paint
2 gallon water urn
Brown duck covered horse blankets
$2.25
Strictly fresh Kansas eggs
35c
"Diadem" butter, none better.... 38c
Oranges, per doz
20c
City soda crackers, per pkg
10c
THE .MAZE.
Wm. KIEKE, Proprietor.
FREE LUNCH
ELEPHANT.

THE WHITE

AT

liUTTEH CUSTOMERS WANTED.
In disposing of the Matthew Jersey
Duiry, I reserved a number of richly
bred Jersey cows, with the Intention
of making a gilt edge article of table
butter, and desire a limited number
of customers for same. Butter will
be sold at 40 cents per pound, deliv
ery twice weekly. Buttermilk
will
also be furnished
when desired.
Phone Red 187 or address J. E. MAT
THEW, CITY.

Wholesale and Rra..- -

o
o
o

HARDWARE
Pumps, Valves. Fittings-Ste- am
and Water &
SuppliesHose and Belting.
Stoves. Ranges and Granite Iron Ware.
Bar Iron. Steel. Wagon Wood Stock. Blacksmith Supplies. &
Iron Pipe.

o

Mail Orders Solicited
rirmt mtraat
lie.409,I ITAmouth
4oi,
North rtrat mtrmmt

113.

Albuquerque, NeiMexlco

HANOI EGGS.
For fresh eggs, one or two days old
phone Black 102. J. T. Harger, 12th
street and Mountain road.
o

We do It right. ROUGH DRY.
perlal Laundry Co.

Im

A working man with $100.00 cash
can have interest In paying business
No scheme. Experience unnecessary.
Albuquerque Junk Co., 506 South
Second street.

For a few days we will pay from
a ton for iron. As
the highest possible
prices for any and all kinds of
metals, rags, clothing, magazines, etc
Albuquerque Junk Co., 606 South
Second street.

$2.00 to $20.00
usual, we pay

NO SHORTAGE OF GAS COKE.
CLEAN. SATISFACTORY, ECONO- MICAIj. EXCELLENT FOIt OPEN
GRATES, $6. PER TON. V. II.

FEE'S HOT CHOCOLATE,
TON'8 DRUG 8TORE.

HO

10 lbs.

People Are
Rapidly Learning
That water chilled by contact with ice is
much more wholesome than water into
which ice is put directly.

& CO.

WAL

Extracted

Honev for
Order by Postal.
W. P. Allen. Box 203. Albuquerque.
Nice
$1.00.

R.R.

TICKETS

BOUGHT. SOLO

AND

EXCHANGED

Aaoolallen Offlet
Transactions
Cuarantaao

RGSENFIEID'S,

i
:

Tt'KftDAY, JAnXMRV

over. When the time
comes we want you to remember that
we have a full line of men's rubber
boots, overshoes and Arctics, women's
and children's rubber shoes and Arc
tics and women's foot holds. C.
May's shoe store, 314 West Railroad
avenue.

1IAHN

We are taking account of stock
this week Our special clearance
sale will begin Monday. January

EVENING CITIZEN.

1

18 W. R. R. Ave.

SOCIAL DANCE
EVERY SATURDAY NIGHT
VAT
COLOMBO HALL
Admission

50c

.

Sealshipt Oysters
Are the only Oysters shipped without ice or preservatives put directly
in the receptacle with them. This is possible only through the use of

Sealshipt Oyster Carrier.
"Once a Sealshipt customer, always a Sealshipt customer."
Try Sealshipt Oysters once and you will never accept any other kind.
Sealshipt Oysters Fresh Every Morning at the

THBT

DANCING SCHOOL
-

Ladies Free

ormt

&
49

